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INSTRUMENTS
SJOSTROM
$749.00

Now the blggfi)st
seiling Varlo/alt
in Australia.

AFRO 8000
$975.00

Clock, dual
altitude,
electronic . ASI.

AFRO
POCKET
KOMBI
$530.00

Digital ···
variolait
Small and
Relil:!ble.

WEDGIE
$395.00

Low cost solid
. state varlo.

PARACHUTES

PARAGLIDERS

CONDOR
28 Sq ft,Descerii .4-6
m/sec@ 80km
$495.00 ·

EDEL

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA
Descent rate 20ft per sec
kevlar lines.
$495.00

FLIGHT GLASSES
OL EAGLE EYES

High Performance by Condor. 8,
9, or 10 cell. .BattenedLeading
Edge. A proven all rounder for
coastal or . Inland flying.

AIRBORNE FLYING
SUITS

FROM

NEW AIRBORNE TSHIRTS

$1950.00

•.• $22.00

HARNESS
Comfort seated type.

$148.00

BARIGO WRIST ALTIMETER

0-10000FT

BRS

Ballistically - deployed
parachute system for
hang glider use~ Harness ..
mount.
POA

CARRY BAG
Backpack style

$148.00

We also stock AIRMAN and SKYLINE
products.

$188.00

PAGENBOOKS

$15.00
XlC MAP FAIRINGS
CAMERA WING MOUNT

$50.00
WINDSOCKS

HARNESSES

GUDERS

SPEEDUNE

The latest state-of-the-art harness,
custom made to measure.
$759.00 .

THE AERO
$2850.00

PODS

custom made.

AERO RACE
$3070.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAX.
P&P EXTRA.
TELEPHONE ORDER SERVICE.
USE YOUR BANKCARD OR
~""''''''''''''''''~MASTERCARD

$534.00

ffi

b

CLIP ON WHEELS WITH
RUBBER STOPPERS

$60.00
WE CARRY A FULL RANGE
OF TUBING AND AIRCRAFT
BOLTS

FOIL C
$4400.00

BARGAIN · BASEMENT

RUMOUR
$4600.00

by Solar Wings.
Excellent finish! Phone fora test

MAGIC KISS
$4600.00

by Airwave
Still winning overseas.

UTE DREAM
$3250.00

210 square ft tandem glider by tsennen.
Certified to take .400lbs.

CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL). Cheques should be made payable to and sent to HGFA
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published and all contributions should be
accompanied by the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions,
market place, etc.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating forms
and other administrative matters should be sent
to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Ph (02) 5608773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Steve Hocking
(02) 2512704 BH

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE2477
Ph (066) 281991 BH & AH
Fax: (066) 281988

STATE ASSOCIATIONS
For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Sec. Ben Leonard (02) 6218819 H
ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

QHGAlnc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07)8348858

VlcHGA
PO Box4QO
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605 -

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best
cover photo sent in. It can be a black and
white, colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed
envelope for their return.

CREDITS
Cartoons

Julius Makk, Rob
Julian & Rohan

Typsetting &
Layout
Marie Jeffery
Printers

Quality Plus,
Ballina

COVER PHOTO
The new Edge Trike

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
AS80C~

Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 650042

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Tony Dennis
(060) 561654

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Shellharbour pub 1st Wed. of
month. Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388W

Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Marcus Cooper
Rockhampton
(079) 274366 W
Shane NeWell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Greg Wilson
(066) 280356
Sec. Ian Hird
(066) 847328

Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 1290
Gladstonce 4680
Pres. Pat PurcElII
(079) 724278
Sec. Sarah Clarke

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Peter Hansen
(049) 712330

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Rowan Watkins
(02) 4282045

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Steve Johnson
(071/074) 941867
Pres. Robert Keen
(071/074) 455642

Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Chris Brandon
(049) 499072
Sec. Simon Plint
(049) 485401
(064) 576190

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pres. Joe Ippolito
(064) 576112
Sec. Stuart Andrews

Lower Blue Mts
HG Club Venue: St
Michaels School Hall
Reservoir Rd Blacktown
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 AH

New Club
Ken/Barbara Fairbairn
(02) 5209039 W
Richard Reitzln
(02) 3651533 H
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Aviator's
Equipment
Guide
TIME FLIES !!
The worlds first altimeter watch. Produced by Casio with a digital altimeter,
accurate timekeeping & many extras. As
reviewed in Australian Ultralights.
Limited stock.
PRICE $190, post $6.00

Editor's Corner
February already and another issue packed with some great
reading from our members as well as overseas happenings.
The response to my permanent cry for articles has been
wonderful - don't stop! The talent of our cartoonists is providing excellent light-hearted entertainment and the efforts of our
many photographers out there also well received.
This month we look at a new trike and whether aerotowing may
be a way of competitions of the future, once it is legalised in
our country. There is a definite advantage of easy access to
multiple launches and a very short turn around time. The
continued success of the Flatlands has shown this. However
it must be borne in mind that aerotowing at present requires a
late model high performance glider and a pod, or more advahced harness. Would this then limit the pilots who may not
own the latest equipment frorn competing?
Also on the subject of competitions is Bruce Goldsmith's story
on a new task called the 'Cat's Cradle'. The task requires data
back cameras, but we are headed in this direction anyway if
overseas trends are any indication. A big plus of the task is
the elimination of gaggle flying. Each pilot has to think and
plan for his/herself and not just tag along with the pack. Surely
it would also put an end to the fight to 'all launch at once' even ordered launches fall prey to the mad rush to launch at
that so called 'right moment'!
In this issue, one of our members has described his saga of
building a winch in the hope that he will save hours for others
intending to do the same. Its also nice to see members writing
such articles as 'Landing in Water' and 'Sea Breeze Fronts &
Inland Flying'. I've had feedback from some newer pilots who
find them quite educational. Sometimes we take for granted
the knowledge we have gathered over the years and assume
everyone, old and new pilots, know the same!
And for those of us who have, at one time or another, flown
with a hangover 'Flying the Morning After' is certainly
'sobering' reading.
Enjoy the rest of the issue, keep up the contributions and thank
you for your support, encouragement and advice.

Marie
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PRECISION PROPELLERS
Is your prop working for you or against
you? A quality propeller will help!
Precision props are smoother, quieter,
lighter and more efficient than most other
propellers. Fully ground adjustable. Composite leading edge protection available
($19 per blade) also polished aluminium
spinners ($69). Expertly crafted from high
quality mUlti-lamination timber.
The best you can get!
2 Blade $ 395.
3 Blade $ 515.
Post extra $25
ULTRACOM HELMETS
No doubt about it - the best ultralight helmeVintercom system money can buy. Be
quick, available ex stock.
Helmet
$ 349 ea (with mic)
Intercom box $ 145 ea Post extra $15
HANDHELD RADIOS
5000ft here we come! Find out where the
other aircraft going to be, with a handheld
aircraft band VHF. The ICOM A-20 is the
best you can get. Colour brochure avail.
ICOM A-20
$795.00
also 40 channel crystal clear UHF
ICOM IC- 40
$575.00
Post extra
STROBE LIGHT
Quality strobe systems . The brightest Ultralight system available, up to 55 flashes
per minute at 26 joules. With frenzel lens
and factory guarantee.
SINGLE LIGHT $ 265
Post $10
HALL AIRSPEED
The ideal, portable airspeed indicator,
comes with cover bag, bracket $9.00.
THE ORIGINAL HALL$33.00 Post $ 3

Ask for a UFM catalogue, it's free!
ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083

Another time at Portsea with fairly patchy
weather, strong then fading away to unsoarable, I decided it was too unreliable
to go anywhere. Three or four pilots zip
off to the RIP and unfortunately a while
later the wind fades, I bomb out at the
steps, and pack up. Back at the car I see
a rather wet person who has landed In
the water, lost his kite (I think) and his
mate's harness, and most Importantly
could have lost his life. His other mates
landed at various places down towards
the RIP.
All Paragliding Pilots
After having flown Buffalo many times in
a Hang Glider I have now flown Buffalo
three times in a Paraglider. Each launch
has required assistance to ensure a safe
take off together with a high performance
Paraglider to ensure the glide necessary
to reach the landing paddock with an
acceptable safety margin.
The current Buffalo launch area unfortunately presents Paragliders with some
problems. The surface of the launch
area is granite. This can snag the
canopy and lines during deployment, a
potentially serious problem in such a
confined area with the lip of the gorge so
close. Also the strong thermals combined with the vertical component often
found at the launch ramp present the
Paraglider pilot with potential turbulent
air right at the point of takeoff. The point
where on Buffalo there is little room for
mistakes.
I do not think the Buffalo ramp launch is
safe for Paragliders. The area is too confined for sure, safe canopy deployments
and does not have the space required to
cleanly abort the launch when necessary. It does not allow the safety margins
required.
Buffalo is a classic, world renowned,
site; it is also uncompromisIng and unforgiving. I am keen to fly
Buffalo regularly and safely in a
Paraglider and have secured permission
from the national Park to look for a more
suitable Paraglider launch point. Until
this .has been found and approved by the
National Parks I do not intend to fly
Paragliders from Buffalo.
~hermalling

I'm not saying never try anything ammany epic and enjoyable flights and bitious, or that I've never had a mishap;
avoid any unfortunate incidents.
what I am saying is not to be too flippant
with the weather. Its possible some relaRegards
tively
new pilots, in an attempt to be the
Brian Webb
best (in too much of a hurry) are trying to
emulate some of the more seasoned and
Dear Ed,
A concern of mine I have noticed recently in some cases, risk taking pilots and
is an increase in accidents I've been paying too high a price.
close at hand or have heard of. In some
part this may be attributed to a lack of I k~ow I haven't gone far in XC (12 miles)
understanding in new pilots, ie a relative- mainly from lack of opportunity and with
ly new pilot at Portsea (London Bridge) that, skill. But I have managed many safe
gets caught in light conditions with 3 and long flights. I wear boots, cause you
other pilots all looking for a landing at DID£e[ know where you'll land. I wear
once. He heads one particular way, I sunglasses, after I've landed, cause
assume (I wasn't there) takes hands out power lines ARE difficult to see someof base bar mitts and in a hard landing times and I wear gloves because you
cuts open his hand on a sharp rock. He ~an 't guarantee a perfect landing every
ended up with 2 broken wrists and a time. I use my rear wires in light condisevere cut on one hand. He was also tions cause you can land very slowly,
flying a pod type harness which he didn't sometimes even stop on the keel and
have time to get out of. ! would suggest sink down, and I have a tiny drag chute
a cocoon type you can get out of in a on my harness, cause it really ruins your
glide to around 1 in 4, so you can aIrn.ost
fraction of the time.
land on a sixpence with trees all round.
I would also question the merits of fa ired
downtubes on a Mission, whose pilot is I like flying simple, safe, enjoyable and
unlikely to be experienced. I don't know long, with as many options available jf I
many pilots, if any, who haven't landed need them.
hard once in their flying career. Per- Safe flying
sonally I wear gloves/mitts that stay on Paul Tanner
me especially when landing.

Some tourists in Yan.kee land - p. by Mike Zupanc

I a~peal .to all other Paraglider pilots to
walt until the new launch is open. It
would be a tragedy to throwaway the
years of hard work of the VHGA and
Conservation, Forests and Lands in
securing this marvelous site. With
patience we can preserve this site for
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CO MARA CHALLENGE 77 COMP

...

Dates: 23, 24, 25 & 26 February.
Come for all or a part of the weekend.

,

;

~,

~

Location: Comara - west of Kempsey
Camping along the beautiful Macleay River
Shades of early Coopla; pit 100, nominal fees etc
Take off and bombout on Private Deer farm so numbers
are limited to 30-40 pilots

,,

Nominate with Joe Scott (065) 650042
Details given with Nominations
Goals: To introduce Hang Gliding to the upper Macleay and
to attempt a flight from Comara to Crescent Head, distance
77km.
So come and have some fun thermals at a VERY USER
FRIENDLY SITE.

THE INAUGURAL AUSTRALIAN
WOMEN'S HANG GLIDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
24th February to 3rd March, 1990
Mid-North, South Australia
2..

1990 NATIONALS
27/1/90 to 3/2/90, with the 4th as an extra day if required, to
be held at
Corryong. Entry fee $90 with a maximum of 65 pilots plus 9
internationals only. Selection criteria for state teams are
availabe from State Associations. Contact Lee Scott on (065)
569692

FIRST AUSTRALIAN PARAGLIDING
TITLES
The first Australian Paragliding Titles Will be held in Thredbo
from Wednesday 21st to Sunday 25th February, 1990 and
arrangements are now well under way with a major sponsor.
Entry fee is $45.00 and must be received by the Treasurer, PO
Box 1, Thredbo Village, 2627 by 31st January 1990. No late
entries will be received.
Besides entry fee, name and address, and HGFA number, we
would like to know glider type and paragliding experience
(number of flights). Also, a reminder that pilots must be a
member of the HGFA, hold a paragliding recreational license
(or overseas equivalent) with an Alpine Endorsement, and
produce a log book. Alpine endorsements can be gained any
time prior to the Titles, at no cost providing you have paid entry
fee.
We would advise pilots wishing to fly Thredbo that you must
register with Para Alpina Thredbo, whose office is in the Upper
Concourse, in the Thredbo Alpine Hotel, due to the construction of a new chairlift. We've got the odd helicopter flying
around and occasionally an explosion or two.
Accommodation packages have been made around the area
and enquiries can be directed to Stuart Andrews (064) 576190
after 5.00pm, as can any other enquiries regarding the titles.
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Classes
Cross country competition for Intermediate
and Advanced pilots
Recreational competition for Novice and Intermediate
pilots.
Front of hill tasks, utilising thermal and ridge lift,
encouraging pilots to 'go places', with the opportunity
of 'going over the back'.
Skill competitions, including glide ratio and spot landing
tasks
Jennifer Baker,
Bute SA 5560,

C/- Post Office
Ph (088) 262107

SUPERLEAGUE - THE WORLD SERIES
OF HANG GLIDING
The dates for the Superleague in 1990 have now been
finalised. Because of clashes with other competitions, we
have had to move the first competition forward two weeks.
The dates are as follows:
Round 1
Round 2
Round 3

May 12 to May 20
May 26 to June 3
July 14 to July 22

Mid Wales
To be decided
To be decided

We are currently negotiating with TV companies and are very
optimistic that the Superleague will receive substantial media
coverage.
Invitations have recently gone out to the world's top pilots and
early responses are very encouraging. Some of the early
pilots to have applied for entry are as follows:
Robbie Whittal
Judy Leden
Tomas Suchanek
John Pendry

Australian Open Free Style
Championships
Only one round was held at Long Reef, due to weather
conditions, on Friday 12 January 1990
1st
Rowan Watkins
2nd
Tony Armstrong
Equal 3rd Bruce Daniels and Mark Barnfield

Lawrence Hargraves results
1st Rick Duncan
2nd Danny Scott

Foil 152C
MoyesXS

London E2 ONN
Fax, Tel: 01 981 5941

FAI World Champion
Women's World & European Champion
Runner up at World Championships
European Champion

6TH HIMALAYAN HANG GLIDING
OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP

Further developments will be notified.

15th May to 24th May 1990

Matthew Whittal
Superleague Director
Superleague HO
2 Cyprus St
Bethanol Green

Organised by the Himachal Pradesh Tourism Development
Corporation Limited (HP TDC) you can contact their office Ritz
Annexe, Shimla-171 001, phone 3294, 8037 & 6071

Australian XC League 1989/90
Don't forget this comp ends 31 st March 1989. These are the standings as at January 11, 1990.

Rohan Holtkamp VIC
Chris Charters

SA

Chris McDonald

NSW

Gary Fimeri

SA

Sue Hansen

SA

Peter Bolton

SA

Birgit Svens

SA

Gerry Gerus

OLD

Flt1

FIt2

Flt3

Flt4

Flt5

22Rc
189
251.2Gc
1145
34.6Rc
298
251.2Gc
1145
93Dc
299
158.9Dc
512
43Dc
138
23.1Dc
74

48Dc
155
114.0Gc
520
34.6Rc
298

86Rc
740

94Dc
303

139.9Dc
450
1837

38.5Gc
176

88Dc
283

30Gc
137

Total

1665
1192
1145

158.6Dc
511
70.4Dc
227
77.4Gc
353
16.1Dc
52

810
739
491
61Gc
278

417

Helmut Schrodel WA
Ross Williams
NSW
Categories are

D
G
R
T
c
u

Open Distance
Nominated Goal
Out & Return
Triangle
Completed Task
Uncompleted Task

3.22
4.56
8.61
7.30

points per Km
points per Km
points per Km
points per Km

It is the best of 5 flights with a maximum of three in anyone category. The first line is the distance flown in Km and the
second line is the points awarded for the flight. $5 to enter send to:
Chris McDonald, 22 Crown St, Belmont NSW 2280
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I thought that I would write in to tell
everyone what the flying has been like at
the sites around Bright (Victoria) during
October and the start of November.
After learning to fly up here in February
'89, I scrounged for airtime living in Melbourne and needed half an hour more to
get my Intermediate, when I decided to
move to Bright. Early October, I moved
Into a cheap little tobacco farmhouse
with another Hang Gliding fanatic, Marc.
The house has landing paddocks in front
and beside it, one of which was the Goal
Paddock for the '88 World Championships. After much thought, we called it
the Goal House.
John rang from Mt. Beauty to say Gundowring, a westerly site, was 'on' so we
quickly loaded the gliders and set off.
Little did we know that it takes about an
hour to drive from the bombout paddock, all the way around the back of the
hill to get to launch. By the time we were
set up and ready to go, John had had a
short ridge soar and everyone else had
packed up or bombed out in the light
cross wind. I was happy with the first
high glide in my recently acquired glider,
but I wasn't overjoyed by the two hour
wait under the stars at the bOrT)bout. As
we waited for the cars to return, Marc and
I ran up and down the road practising
smooth launch running to keep warm,.
and vowing never to trek all the way out
to Gundowring again.

Dad, Carl, has lived here for a
long time and he says that the
original name is Mystery
Basin. The take-off is easy
(for all, but the overconfident!)
and the current bombout paddock can be tricky. It faces
north-westerly and is ridge
soarable with a moderate valley breeze, but seems best as
a thermal site. A number of
people have ridge soared
there, Phil having his first long
soaring flight, and Carol had
her first thermal soaring flight
there. After getting some
good height, I managed to
thermal hop down to
Porepunkah Hill, then happily
landed in the paddock beside
our Goal House. Next time I
will take the house key. Congratulations to Justin on his
first thermal flight that day and
thanks for helping me find the
good lift.

Eagle Hill has seen many
good flights in the last month,
but none better than the day
Marc and I ran out of money and worked
on a hops farm near Myrtleford. As we
slaved away in the sun, we dreamed of
flying under the perfect cumulus clouds
forming over the ridges. When I heard
later that Steve, Heather and Justin had
all thermalled to seven or eight thousand
There is a new alternative site between feet, I quit the hops.
Bright and Wandiligong, which I call I have flown at Murmungee twice since I
Eagle Hill, but there are about six other moved here and both times produced
names that people use. Rose Fletcher's

Carol Binder, launch at Eagle Hill, Bright

Murmungee Launch
flights of over two hours in mainly ridge
with some thermal lift. The main problem
with Murmungee, however, is that
dreaded eagle. So far this spring, the
eagle has claimed five different gliders,
leaving rips usually on the right hand
leading edge and top surface. Kevin was
worst hit with thirteen rips, some about
twenty centimetres long. If you have a
beautiful new glider, then I suggest that
you either don't fly at Murmungee or wait
until the eagle is over someone else
before you take off. Apart from the eagle,
the flying was good and it's nice to land
at Bastard Hill (known to Steve Ruffels'
students) when you haven't pushed your
glider up it first.
Since I've been living here there haven't
been many days not good for flying, but
the Victorian Closed Hang Gliding Competition chose probably four of the worst.
The first day was at Eagle Hill and was
very rough. I was one of the first to take
off and ridge soared for about half an
hour before bombing out. The thermals
were small and very punchy and I didn't
expect anyone to get to the Harrietville
turnpoint. To my amazement, some of
the top pilots did get there and almost to
goal. Congratulations to Alan Beavis for
his flight and all the other pilots who
didn't just bomb out. One inexperienced
pilot had a mishap with a tree and was
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taken away in an ambulance. Some
news reports said that he was almost
dead, but I hear that he is quite alright
and keen to get back into the air.
The second and third days were cancelled and the final day of the first round
looked poor as we set up on top of Mt.
Emu. Nobody wanted to go first, so Don
Rottman volunteered. After he took off,
to everyone's amazement, he kept going
up. I don't know why all the pilots
watched his entire flight to goal before
taking off, but needless to say, no-one
else got close to Don's fantastic flight.
After the competition finished, the next
seven days were good. Grant Heaney
had a good flight when everyone else
bombed out off Myrtleford Hill on the
only one of those days I would call margina. I have been amazed at the ability
of the top pilots to get up in these conditions with such consistency and only
hope that I will be that good some day.

Geoff Dossetor, Everton Hill with Mt Buffalo in background
road to the summit, I am fairly confident good flights off there also. I'd like to
mention that it's a pity the Mt. Buffalo
that I'll be rewarded with a good flight.
Classic won't be held this summer for the
A few days ago, all of us who went to Emu first time in over a decade. I don't believe
did something we hadn 't achieved towing can ever compare with foot
before. Mike had his first thermal flight launching. I don't know why, but obwhile Marc and I flew down the Kiewa wall viously people would rather tow up, then
and almost reached Gundowrlng for our fly In straight lines over flatland, than take
first cross country flight of any off without artificial assistance from a
reasonable distance. Three days later, I mountain and fly over the spectacular
did the same again, but made it to Gun- Alpine countryside around here. Surely
dowring, while John had a great flight, it takes more pilot skill to win a competicrossing the valley and then returning.
tion here, than to rely on glider perforMt. Buffalo is the other site in the area and mance to beat the field In towing comps.
I guess every Hang Glider pilot's dream There are quite a few local flyers here
site. I hear that people have been having now, so there Is always someone to fly

Apparently, Hang Gliders aren't popular
with some Myrtleford locals after an unknown free flyer frightened a horse into
running through a barbed wire fence and
then told the farmer to get *@#*. It
happened while the competition was on
elsewhere and the pilot flew from the
north-westerly take-off and landed where
he shouldn't have. Would visiting pilots
please show some courtesy or we will
lose our sites through stunts like that.
Mt. Emu would have to be my favourite
site. Sometimes it seems you just can't
help but have a memorable flight from
there. Every time I take that steep, rocky
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with. I suggest that all those 'pilots out
there in need of a good flying fix should
come here and join us because the summer is going to be hot. Marc and I fly
almost every day, so spot the Hang
Glider in the front yard as you drive Into
Bright and say g'day.
Geoff Dossetor.
P.S. Congratulations Rose, you should
have that first soaring flight by now.
P.P.S. Tawonga Gap is the only site I
forgot to mention. Some people don't
like it, but I think that it's great.
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Flying The Morning After The Night Before
Submitted by Duncan Richardson, reprinted from Australian Aviation.
This article illustrates the persistent effects of heavy drinking on a pilot's ability
to safely conduct a flight and tends to
make one rethink the basic wisdom of
the traditional 8 to 12 hour 'bottle to
throttle rule.
The Aviation Psychology Laboratory
at HeIdelberg College (Ohio) experimented with alcohol as a variable in
flight safety more than 10 years ago.
They used a static single engine jet
flight simulator and a .08 percent
blood alcohol level (not considered an
intoxicating level by many US states).
Almost without exception the subjects
exhibited very serious errors of om ission.
These errors, had the aircraft been real,
frequently would have resulted in fatal
mishaps and at the least would have
resulted in placing the plane and its occupants in potentially dangeraus attitudes and situations. The most
interesting finding overall was that the
effects of alcohol were greatest on those
'pilots' who, on non-alcohol flights, had
shown themselves to be the smoothest,
best co-ordinated, most flawless and
coolest under pressure. If they were
relaxed when they mounted the flight
simulator, this condition was drastically
changed by the alcohol and performance deteriorated accordingly.
Behaviours such as dumping fuel, inadvertently putting the landing gear down
at high speeds, placing the aircraft in
unrecoverable attitudes and attempting
to land at 10,780 feet rather than 780 feet,
the local field elevation, are but a few
examples. However, so that these findings could not be attributed to chance,
the experiments were repeated using different subjects with basically the same
results.
A
follow
study
examined
the
effects
of on
alcohol
onthen
errors
of omission,
eg forgetting an important function or
overlooking an important detail. For this
study we used the same simulator but
were interested in how accurately subjects could follow a pre-flight checklist.
In the case of our simulator, 78 items
comprised the checklist which each subject took on every flight. The task in this
experiment was basically the same as
that of any pilot: to begin with the first
Item and, sequentially, perform each
10 SKYSAILOR February 1990

function listed continuing systematically table alcohol in the blood, hangover efdown the list until all items had been fects might still produce a decrease in
completed,
performance of complex tasks such as
the psychomotor responses required in
Prior to all flights, the experimenters, flying, Our most recent study followed
without the knowledge of the subjects, this line of reasoning and we set out to
preset several errors:
test the so-called 'hangover' or residual
* brakes off;
effects of alcohol. It is presented in ab* landing gear handle UP; and
breviated form here.
* altimeter mis-set by 1,000 feet.
The subjects were male and female unClose adherence to the checklist should dergraduates. The primary apparatus
have caught all of the preset errors. was a modified C-11 C Jet Flight InstruEach subject 'flew' two test flights, one ment Trainer, a completely instrumented
without alcohol and about 1 month later, static single engine simulator formerly
one with alcohol (.08 percent blood al- used in the instrument training of military
cohollevel). The results were as follows: pilots.
* Under the no alcohol condition, 11 % of
all subjects failed to correct at least one The subjects already were familiar with
major preset error.
pre-flight, in-flight and post-flight check* Under the influence of alcohol, 79% of list responses and the basics of flying
all subjects failed to correct at least one prior to the experiment proper. A 6 by 9
major error. These pilots, it should be inch card containing a detailed checklist
remembered, were considered legally was given to each subject and all subsober and thus still capable of driving an jects were told to adhere to it religiously.
automobile in most US states.
This was followed by actual 'hands on'
simulated flight consisting of takeoff,
Most of our experiments were con- climbout, levelling at altitude and full stop
ducted in the late afternoon or early eve- landings. When the subjects reached
ning. We noticed that some of our the point where they could successfully
subjects complained in class the follow- handle these fully checklisted 'flights' at
ing morning that they still 'felt lousy' due least three times consecutively without
to the previous day's flight. A check of the slightest error, the experiment proper
the literature showed that the amounts of was begun.
alcohol ingested essentially should have
. metabolised easily within 10 hours after After this pre-training but before the first
drinking. In addition, from perusal of air- test flight (non-alcoholic), the following
line publications and military aviation errors were preset by the experimenters:
journals, it was also noted that the * brakes were placed in the OFF posigeneral rule of thumb for social drinking tion;
recommended to pilots was to allow 8 to * landing gear handle was put in the UP
12 hours between 'bottle and throttle'. It position;
was our thinking at the time that, al- * fuel select switch was placed on
though there was no longer any detec- Auxiliary Tanks;
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* dive flap switch was put in the DOWN The results were interesting to say the
least. During the first test flight (non-alor EXTENDED position;
* wing flaps were set at 50 percent; and coholic), 10% of all subjects overlooked
* altimeter was adjusted to 1,000 feet at least one of the major preset errors.
For the alcohol flight, 89% of all subjects
above local ground level.
made at least one oversight error. FourAt the pre-flight briefing each subject was teen hours after alcohol intake, 68% of
told to takeoff, climb to 6,000 feet and all subjects still overlooked at least
maintain that for 5 minutes. When re- one preset errorl It is apparent that
quested to do so, the subject was to performance 14 hours after alcohol Inprepare for a landing and complete the take was much more like that 30 minutes
landing at his discretion. The main data after intake than that of the first non-alfor the non-alcoholic flights consisted of cohol flight.
the number of preset errors each subject
This evidence suggests that although
failed to correct prior to takeoff.
most, if not all, of the alcohol had been
The only essential difference between processed through the body during the
the above described flights and the 14 hours following intake, the residual
second test flights (alcohol), was that 30 effects were contributing to this performinutes before the alcohol flights, each mance deterioration. I suggest all
subject was given enough 80 proof professional pilots be made aware of this
vodka to attain a blood alcohol level of residual effect and that they rethink and
.10 percent (the minimum legally in- possibly recalculate the margin of safety
toxicating level in the State of Ohio and implicit in the old rule of thumb, 8 to 12
many other US states but double the hours between 'bottle and throttle.'
About to tee off, take off, Killarney '88, the
'safe' limit in most Australian States) and
Mexican National Champion - photo by
mixed with an equal amount of ginger Whatever you fly, an excess of alcohol in Steve Blenkinsop
ale. Finally, a third test flight was given the bloodstream, even after a night's
rest, will leave you with a degraded
14 hours after the alcohol flight.
ability to cope with even low level situations beyond the normal. (Mitch Lovett)

The Quick Release Tow Bridle
The Quick Release tow bridle has a stainless steel
main body which is only 37mm long x 12mm diameter.
It incorporates a shear pin, a pulley, tie off pin for the
rope and uses a webbing 2 ring release, making it all
very small and light. Another new innovation is a keel
harness allowing easy set up and adjustment. It also
distributes the load over a wider area reducing focal
pressure across the keel.
WA HANG GUDING TRAINING CENTRE

Complete price is $67.

* Hang Gliding instruction
* Tandem instruction
* Ratings * TowingEndorsements
* Tandem pleasure flights - coastal or mland

- Hang gliding accessories - Used gliders & equipment - Repairs - Towing bridles - Books
- Tow ropes - Relmets- Videos - Sun glasses - Carrabiners - Radios, UHF & CB - Instruments

* Moyes Dealer * Enterpise Wings Dealer * AirBorne Windsports Dealer
Contact: Mike Duffy, 32 Eton St, North Perth, W.A. 6006, Ph: (09) 4442569
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Sea Breeze Fronts And Inland Flying
This phenomenon is also the explanation for the unusually
good ridge lift one experiences at Eungella even on nil wind
A sea breeze will always develop when the land becomes days. As the sea breeze moves in (commencing around 11.00
hotter than the ocean. As the paddocks heat up and thermals am at the valley entrance) , the warm valley air "overflows",
lift off, cool air moves in, in response to the low
pressure area formed at the ground.
by C.J. (name supplied)

The sea breeze begins at approximately
9.00am and steadily builds until sunset
whereafter the land temperature starts to fall
and the flow is reversed.
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glider pilot. How many cross-country flights
have been terminated by the arrival of the sea-breeze? The creating lift on both sides of the valley. (Fig. 2)
reason for it's disruptive effect on thermals is not due to the If all the air in the valley is rising, then there should be uniform
velocity of the breeze breaking up the thermal-columns (al- lift even away from the ridge. The reason this does not occur
though this does occur to an extent), but more to the fact that
is that in the middle of the valley the cooler upper altitude
air "presses down" on the valley in the middle contributing
FIt;. 2
\ \ f
to and enhancing overflow at the edges. (Fig. 3)
The velocity of the lifting air is always greatest, therefore,
at the edges of the valley.
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This also explains why we never get very high above the
ridge in this type of lift and why, if we get too far below the
ridge, we often bomb. (Fig. 4)
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At C the flow becomes horizontal and there is no lift vector.
At B, there may be one third to one half as much lift, as we
the air on the ground does not have a chance to heat up, being
do not have the benefit of the contribution from the middle of
constantly replaced by cool coastal air.
the valley and the top of the dome.
At other times, the sea breeze may actually extend inland
flying. At most Inland sites that we fly in Australia, we are Some thermal activity is always present as well, to some
susceptible to the sea breeze. Being a coastal population, our extent, as the sea breeze ''triggers'' the larger parcels of hot air
sites are typically no more than 40-100 km from the coast. At which penetrate the dome or rise through the overflow. (Fig.
these distances, the sea breeze normally hits between 1.30
and 3.30pm. If we are lucky, we may be at the right altitude
ahead of the sea breeze to ride the frontal lift that it creates.
The sea breeze moves in like a wedge, displacing and
lifting the warm surface air before it. (Fig. 1)
In effect, it is a mini-front and is responsible for the buoyant
glassy afternoon air you so often hear about, but rarely
experience.

5)

Obviously a glider can use this frontal lift and stay up after the
The strength of these thermals in the middle of the valley,
thermal activity has been destroyed.
though infrequent, may actually be enhanced by the egress of
At Eungella, the wedge effect is readily apparent. At take-off the surrounding hot air as it escapes through the beach in the
In the early afternoon, there may be almost no breeze, whereas barrier-dome.
In the bomb out zone 15000' directly below, there may be a
15 knot headwind. The breeze propagates up to take-off some When you hear people talk of "riding the lee-side rotor" at
15-20 minutes later.
Eungella, they are victims of a more conventional effect. While
the valley air is rising, it also has a component vector in the
~C '\,
-------direction of take-off. This is because the
FIt;. +
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wedge pushes warm air ahead of it, as wei
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as up and out of the valley. (Fig. 6) ThE
rotor is rarely as severe as at other site!
PI because the air's downward impetus i!
impeded by other rising hot air.
In summary, these conditions at Eungelh
are truly anabatic winds created by its uni
que fjord-like topography and the cold ai
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sky in the direction from which the sea breeze
will arrive.
5. As the sea breeze approaches, your thermometer (or skin) will register an increase in
the temperature at a given altitude.

F/~ . S-

How can we use the sea breeze to our advantage? If you are more than 100 kms from
the coast, you probably won't be affected by
it (although some sites I have flown will experience it regularly upto 150km inland). Only
at the frontal interface will you find good lift and
the strength of this lift decreases in an Inland
direction. Therefore, when the air becomes
,/
glassy, you will often find a better lift by heading towards the sea breeze and up the slope
above pressing down and the sea breeze below pushing up
(Fig.
8)
with overflow of warm air and lift at the edges.
of the wedge.

/
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In the evening as the sea breeze dies off,
the cooler air above sinks down into the
valley creating winds whose velocity is
once again greatest along the ridge. On
some nights at Eungella, the catabatic
flow reaches 20-25 knots at the Chalet
and the caravan park.
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As can be seen from the length of the vertical arrows, the lift
How can you spot the sea breeze front when flying inland?
below a certain altitude may not be enough to sustain soaring
The following features will help:
flight.
1. Expect it at a certain time (between 1.30 and 3.30pm)
Beyond the front, you will generally strike sink as
~
~0~
~
you enter the colder sea breeze.
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While the afternoon coastal breeze often reaches
15·20 knots, your progress towards the goal rarely reaches this velocity while flying ahead of a sea
breeze front. This is due to a combination of
surface friction and frontal occlusion (always
present to some extent when two or more fronts
meet). You can cover significant distances across the ground.
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depending on your distance from the coast.
2. It is often evident by it's relative
opacity. Because our cities are concentrated on the coast, the sea breeze
contains more smog and will be evident
as a band of hazier air in that direction.
3. Look at smoke on the ground. Ahead
"'-Iow.r. IS It.ve..1
~
i!RecZe-of the sea breeze, smoke will rise (and
your drift will be) in a different direction
I......
.::;
from smoke under the influence of the
f
breeze. (Fig. 7)
4. Observe the clouds. Clouds dissipate quickly leaving blue however, if you use the front like a surfer uses a wave and travel
perpendicular to its direction of propagaF'-Q . '!
':: :. .-.1', tion. (Fig. 9)
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In spite of all this theory, I still promise you
that you will curse the sea breeze more
often than praise it, if you venture away
from the coastal ridge.

/
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NEW PRODUCTS
THE EDGE
AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS on-going
development program has come up with
the most advanced microlight (Trike)
available in Australia. The EDGE 532 LJe.
The EDGE has been engineered from the
ground up.

The Wing
This is the first high performance" Keelpocketless " wing designed for a trike.
The keel is totally enclosed in the double
surface with the keel running parallel to
the relative air flow. This has obvious
benefits in drag reduction. More importantly it enables the trike to be
suspended from the aerodynamic centre
ofthe wing which gives much greater roll port to the trailing edge at top speed easy task considering a top speed of 90
and pitch authority. The wing has a real without compromising handling. Not an mph. The exceptional speed range of 30
- 90 mph has been achieved by
connected feel to it with a
~
a number of design features.
surprisingly fast roll rate
produced with a very low
The multi sleeved leading
level of control bar input.
EDGE construction is of 63.5,
60.0 and 57.0 mm tube.
The EDGE has the ability
to get there very fast but it
This large diameter construcstill has the ability to land
tion was designed in conjuncin the tightest of landing
tion with the sail luff curve to
areas.
preload the leading edge
which in turn maximises trailThe problem encountered
ing edge tension throughout
with early microlight wings
was their tendancy to lose
the speed range.
trailing edge tension at
The sail is constructed using
speed. Because the trailthe
latest technology from the
ing edge is not supported
sail
making industry.
as in conventional wings
we had to come up with a ...
The leading edge is made of 6
sail/frame design that
oz dacron with a scrim mylar
would give maximum suppocket. Scrim is an exceptionally low stretch cloth which when tensioned down the leading edge results in
minimum airfoil deformation at high
speed.
A trailing edge band of scrim gives minimum stretch when loaded which not only
gives long sail life but also improves the
top speed by reducing twist to a minimum.
A fin has been added on top of the wing
and aft of the king post. This was fitted
so that the aircraft would "track" better.
The fin also improves yaw stability.

WE DIDN'T CALL IT THE
EDGE FOR NOTHING.
14 SKYSAILOR February 1990

The Edge

Lie 532 Trike
Unit

The new Trike unit looks quite a bit different from the old Buzzard/Arrow unit.
The engine, still a 532 liquid cooled
Rotax, is mounted top and bottom on a
chrome molley platform. An after silencer
has been added, which cuts down engine noise considerably. there are obvious reasons for choosing a 532 Rotax
over the 462 cc engine.
The pilot cockpit has been redesigned to
allow for the larger pilot. The dash allows
for a variety of instruments, including :
Hour meter, asi and altimeter which are
standard. The following instruments can
also be added as optional extras: Vertical speed indicator, head temp,
tachometer and compass, and
tachometer.
Soft sides attach to the pod and enclose
the trike base tube and most of the fuel
tank. There is ample storage space behind the seat. Pockets in the sides allow
for storage of small items such as intercom battery, and intercom/vhf radio control.
The Edge LJC 532 is undergoing cerThe long range alloy fuel tank holds 50 tification to the new CAO 95.32, which is
Iitres and is mounted beneath the engine based on a draft submitted by Airborne
Technical Director Paul Mollison.
platform.
Other standard features on the trike are
aerodynamic rear wheel spats. Rear
wheel suspension. Upholstered dua I
seat. Front drum brake with steering
dampener. The 6" alloy wheels are ideal
for Aussie conditions, allowing for rough
paddock and sand landings. A real plus
if you plan to take your Microlight away
for holidays.

It has been said that the Edge alongside
other imported models looks like a Ferrari compared to a Holden. The good
news; its Australian and offers easy to get
spares and service.
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An article by Bruce Goldsmith, reprinted from Cross Country examines the pros
and cons of this new concept, dubbed the thinking man's task.
THE CAT'S CRADLE

~

Hang Gliding history was made on 23rd
August 1989 at the British League. John
Dunker, the League director set a new
type of competition task: The Cat's
Cradle. The ultimate thinking man's task.
The task was open distance around a
tumpoint course. It also contained a race
as part of that course. The difference
being that the pilot choses his own course
around the tumpoints during the task.
On the 23rd August, the race was an
elapsed time from the launch at Montsec,
to tumpoint 9 and on to tum point 9. Each
pilot does his own timing using databack
cameras in the normal way for the British
League. When the pilot completes the
race section he can then visit the 15
tumpoints in any sequence he decides , in
order to fly the maximum distance for the
day. However each tumpoint can only be
visited once. Those turnpoints a lready
visited in the race section can be visited
ag~in.

The distance achieved by the pilot is the
. total distance he has flown between the
tum points he has actually achieved. But
to make it even more interesting, the
radial distance between your landing
place and the goal is subtracted from your
achieved distance. On this day the goal
was Tremp, tumpoint 14. The goal could
only be used as a tumpoint when landing
there;
The task worked so well that it was
successfully set 3 further times during the
Ager League.
This new type of task has several pros and
cons compared to the traditional type
tumpoint task.

Possible itinerary for Cat's Cradle

almost entirely eliminated in this task
because there are so many choices to
make, and you never know what the
opposition may do, so it is impossible to
follow .
4) For competitions where there is a large
range in the ability of the pilots. each pilot
can chose the route which stretches him to
his limit.
5) The organisers may misjudge weather
conditions and set a task that is too long
or too short. Cat's Cradle remedies this .

1) It can however be a nightmare for

1) The beauty of Cat's Cradle is that each
pilot can set his own task according to the
conditions and his own ability.

retrieve drivers if they have to follow
more than one pilot, because the pilots
always end up flying different routes.

3) Gaggle flying is the worst disease in

modern hang_gliding competitions. it is
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I loved the ta sk and won the day. I
thought I had the Cat 's Cradle all worked
out. Two days later though I went down
half way round the course and did very
badly losing my lead in the competition!
There is more to this type of task than
meets the eye. Nevertheless I greatly look
forward to my next confrontation with the
Cat ' s Cradle.

Disavantages:

Advantages:

2) Cat's Cradle allows each pilot the
freedom to chose the best part of the
course. For instance there may be a
thunderstorm in one particular area, or a
valley wind which makes one' part
impassable . Normally the competition
would have to be cancelled, or the whole
field would land due to locally adverse
conditions. Those with skill and foresight
can avoid these conditions making the
whole competition a greater success.

attached shows all the routes flown by the
pilots during the task. Most of the lines
drawn were actually flown along in both
directions.

Pilots

TurnpOints

KM

1. B. Goldsmith

2-9-8-11-1-8-7-6-14

143

81

824

2. J. Leden

2-9-8-4-7-6-1
2-9-8-4-7-6-1

80
100

725

3. M. Chick

116
129

4. J. Flynn
5. J. Prior

2·9-8-11-7-6-14
2-9-8-11-8-7-6-14

119

88

121

96

Spd Score

663.
656
641

Aboveyou will see the results of the Cats
Cradle task set in the League. The table
shows the variety of routes flown by the
top pilots and also how. the score is
balanced between points for the speed
section and points for distance. The map

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!!
DO A HANG CHECK BEFORE
EVERY
TAKE OFF

Trike over Wilpena Pound, SA. Photographer and pilot - Steve Blenkinsop
B1~
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Flying Aquatic Airways
(or .... how to make the most of that water landing!!!)
Ever had one of those days flying the
coast, the sun beating down as you sit it
out between flights, sweat pouring out of
your brow and you decide - I'll go for a
swim!

tivities), decided that a water training
session would be held to allow pilots to
experience FIRST HAND the intricacies
Involved in extracting yourself from harness and glider in the water.

So what do you do? Hook into your
glider of course...hang check and take
offl A few beats of the ridge and finalIy..... it's time for your swim - glider, harness, chute and yourself.

The plan was simple:
1. An indoor heated pool was hired at
the Dept. of Sport & Recreation Camp
at Narrabeen.
2. A glider (pre-loved Moyes Maxi
flown only on Sundays by a little old
lady (Mrs. Watkins?) to church) was
donated by the "Watkins Museum of
Flight and Interrelated Activities",
together with a stirrup harness.
3. Two divers, complete with twin
regulator set ups were to wait in the
pool in the event that the pilot became
trapped and needed air.
4. Pilots were to strap in and be
thrown into the pool, glider and all, to
experience, first hand, the landing and
the problems associated with getting
clear of the whole mess.

Sure, we've all been told how to handle
water landings, in fact, the Novice Rating
demands a knowledge of the procedure,
but how many times have you wondered
Just how you would handle It? It Is, after
all, a sad fact of life that most people who
fly tight coastal sites (such as our own
beloved Long Reef, alias The Reef, alias
Longy) will, at some time or another, at
least get their feet wet.

Well, with a foresight that has become his
trademark, our Northern Beaches Club
President, Rowan Watkins (more recently known as The Fuhrer) and aided logis- Pilots were all briefed before going in on
tically by his side-kick Dane Snelling (The methods of escape. After the initial
Fruit Bat In honour of his nocturnal ac- shock of hitting the water, confusion

seems to set in if you lose your cool. As
one of the stand-by divers, your author
was able to witness the, at times, comical
spectacle of twisted and contorted faces
as, one by one, the unsuspecting pilots
grappled with the equipment.
Problems that emerged highlighted the
fact that people seem to clear out of the
harness alright, however, they tend to
forget that they have to clear the glider
itself as well and the wires can easily trap
you.
Pod harness escapes were simulated by
escaping from the stirrup harness
through the front.
Although the real life components of surf,
surge, deep water and of course, panic
were not present, it was agreed that the
exercise was more than worth the effort.
For those of you that have always
wondered what it would be like to miss
the deck and go "aquatic", the procedure goes something like this:
1. A moment's confusion sets in as
you hit the water and your forward
tracking gets stopped - real suddenly!

Ac:nIRL
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HANG GLIDING SCHOOL-STANWELL PARK
P.O . BOX 180, HELENSBURGH , N.S.W. AUSTRALIA. 2508 PHONE : (042) 94 2545

INSTRUcnON:

Lessons are available 7 days a week. We will tailor a training programme to your rate
of advancement, offering a progressive and balanced approach. We use all the best tools
available. These include modern gliders with safety wheels, ground simulator, a winch
towing system, radios and a tandem glider.

GLIDERS:

Aerial Technics are agents for both MOYES DELTA GLIDERS and ENTERPRISE
WINGS and have a full range of gliders both new and pre-flown. - so for a test fly, a great
deal and back-up service, give us a call.

ACCESSORIES:

We also have a full range of accessories and spares in stock, from harnesses (X-ACT and
POD), parachutes, Ball varios, steel carabiners, books, hand fairings and hang loops to
uprights and safety pins. We also repack parachutes.

Whether it's helping you to fly, or providing you with gliders and accessories contact Chris Boyce on (042) 942 545.
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2. If you try to look around underwater,
all you can see is bubbles and a flurry
of hang glider componentry.
3. Trying to keep cool (talking your
way through it, mentally, should work),
you begin your often mentally
rehearsed escape from your particular
glider, but remember - you have to
clear that glider as well.
4. An open forum and some sensible
discussion theorised that a possible
tactic to invoke in an aquatic landing
would be to land tailwind, allowing the
glider to drop the nose and, with exposure of the undersurface to the wind,
flipping of the glider would result, thereby putting you into the sail and keepIng your head above water just long
enough to get clear of your once precious and prized possession.

keel tended to sink unless held up.
Eventually I found that positioning the
Have you ever wondered what you floating harness under the keel and
would do if you had to make a water trailing edge helped - kept afloat 20-30
landing? Well, this is how it went in one minutes)
case!
(10) Swim to safest landing place.
(With the glider floating, I decided to
Elan
(Actual)
swim to shore, through the surf, fully
(1) Do anything possible to not land in
aware of problems in surf zone with
water. (Oops)
glider set up)
(2) Try to reach beach. (Too far now)
In this case, surf life savers came out to

LANDING IN WATER

(3) Land on rocks/rock shelf. (Oops,
wave washing over)
(4) Land in smooth (as possible) water,
away from rocks, surf and surges. (As
close as possible to beach)

(5) Turn into wind, with minimum flying
speed, to 2-3 feet above water. Unzip
It was unanimous that escaping from the pod harness. (OK)
harness is much quicker than attempting
to unclip the harness from the glider and, (6) Big flare and tail slide into water.
in fact, was proved, so take with a grain (Good landing in worst location of salt whatever you may have been told ocean)
about unclipping.
(7) Hold breath and climb out through
top
of the harness. (Phew, surfaced
Of course, a big breath in before hitting
behind
trailing edge with glider floating
the drink is as mandatory as keeping
level
pod
harness floats - as you can
your cool once under.
imagine, a bit difficult to get out - kickThanks must go to Rowan and Dane for ed shoes off, took 45 seconds (at a
the effort and, remember, if you keep guess))
your cool in the air and fly within your
limits, then that practice water landing (8) Kick shoes off, keep flying suit on will remain just that and there will be no reduce chance of hypothermia - but
loosen in case it hinders swimming.
need to "FLY AQUATIC AIRWAYS".
(As expected)
John Hassi.
(9) Expect glider to sink in 2-5 minutes.
And this is a story of the real thing!
(You beaut - floating - big air bubble
under sail, if you keep keel up - the

help and a little later, experienced glider
pilots swam out. We decided to derlg the
glider (not really practical with surf life
savers, as they were not familiar with
derigging).
It needed a couple of dives under the
glider to release the cross-bar safety/luff
line compensator. When we pulled the
wings in, the glider tended to sink and
had to be kept afloat by swimmers because we had lost the air bubble under
the sail. We wrapped the sail as best we
could and took the glider through the surf
to the beach.
NOTE: Everything was very heavy to lug
up the beach due to water logging.
In Conclusion
I feel that my relative lack of drama was
because I had a plan and followed it
through. I lande nose held high, so that
the glider entered the water tail first.
The result of this was:
a) I surfaced behind the trailing edge of
the glider and not beneath it, enabling
me to breathe.
b)The glider did not go deep.
c) Air trapped
under the sail
kept it afloat for
20-30 minutes (in
every other case I
have seen, the
glider tended to
sink in 2-5
minutes).
d) The harness
floated and
helped keep the
glider afloat when
positioned under
the keel and trailing edge of sail.

"
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Doug Floyd.
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ULTRALIGHTS OVER THE PHILIPPINES.
Reprinted and translated
from Drachenflieger, April '86.
Recently I got my hands on a German
Hang Gliding magazine after stating my
interest in the Minimum Flying System,
thanks Rob. I decided that I would send
in this article as others may also find it
worth reading. Thanks must also go to
my wife, Yoshi, for diligently translating it
for me. Mike Duffield.
Five Munich pilots, with their ImpulseMinimums travelled for five weeks in the
Philippines. Willi Tacke accomplished
over 1500 flying kilometers and other
adventures.
"Damn, I have to land. My vee belt is
slipping." Wolfe's voice out of the
loudspeaker of the radio rips me out of
my daydream. We're both in our U.L. on
our way back form a search flight over
the forest of Palawan, the westerly isle of
the Philippines. Does the vee belt have
to break down here and now?!

At first light Charlie, Manfred and I set out
with two boatmen. In the first few
minutes of the trip we found out why two
boatmen were required in such a tiny
boat. While one steered, the other was
continually emptying the craft of water.
However the next day about 5.00 pm, we
Take off is not possible here, we have to reached Wolfe without any further incidents. Together we fixed up the glider
pull the kite out."
and
carried it to the river.
"Great work, you'd best stay by the
glider. I'll fly down the river to the sea. The expedition began in cold Munich
From there we'll come back by boat about one year ago, with Wolfe
along the river and pick you and the Schneider, leader of the hang gliding
glider up. That shouldn't take more than school in Garmisch; Manfred Eibl,
two days. You've got five days rations manufacturer of the WM Glider; Hartmut
with you."
Huber, manufacturer of the parasail

One of our biggest problems
was the unrestrained exuberance of the children.
They came from everywhere
in the hundreds.

"OK I'll go to the river and check if you
can see the kite from there. If not, I'll wait
for on the river bank. Make sure that you
take the right river later. Good luck."

I'm flying now with total concentration
and try to memorise a picture in my mind.
Indeed what does this area look like from
down below. I fly a bit lower over every
fork in the river until I have memorized
the right way. I compare the route with
my map but everything looks so different Twice we wanted to set off with the U.L.
into such extreme topography. In one of
that I soon give up.
the more than 7000 islands in South
Finally, after 40 minutes I reach the sea. Palawan we wanted to find the native
Still another half hour along the coast Palwani. They live in the forest comgoing north and I'll be at the camp. What pletely cut off from the outside world. It
was that just then, wasn't that a noise in was these people, who live as they did
the motor?
1000 years ago, that we wanted to find at
"Oh, no," I say to myself, "you're just too the end of our journey.
nervous." And indeed the motor behaved until I
landed on the Phil Shalders launching, Mt Emu? - p. G. Dossetor
fine sand by the
camp.

Half an hour before we left the native
settlement. Now we're on our way to our
base camp on the coast. The endless
green of the forest rushes by under me
while I played through in my mind how
we were going to find our way to the
camp later by foot. The hang glider
which was flying at the same height as
me over the forest began to lose height.
The propeller was silent. A thousand
thoughts ran through my mind. How
high are we now over the jungle, about
300 metres? Where can Wolfe land safeIydown there - where it's thick, in the river
maybe or where the forest is a bit thinner? What do I do if he's injured? How
do we get him and the glider out of here? I told Manfred
Hopefully he will land OK
and Charlie what
Wolfe's voice takes me out of my happened and
we
thoughts again, "I'll try and land by the together
began
searching
river bank."
"Yes, I think it's best there in front," I for a boat owner.
answer. "As soon as you land let me We found one
But
know over the radio." Then silence. quickly,
Only the motor hummed softly behind before we could
me. I circle while the glider below me leave he had to
prepare
the
makes it's approach.
"Man, watch out for the tree on the right," motor of the
I yell into the mike, then the glider is still. dingy. That took
"Wolfe, is everything O.K.?" No answer. all of the next
Three times I repeat the call, before an day until evening. We all
answer.
"Everything's O.K. down here. The ten- agreed to set off
sion screw for the vee belt is broken but tomorrow at
otherwise the glider is still in one piece. daybreak.
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parachute; Charlie Schmaderer, world
champion hang glider pilot and me. For
flying equipment we looked around for
two Impulse-Minimum Ultralights. There
were two possibilities before us in the
Philippines. Firstly a stretch of more than
1000 kms back over the exotic islands.
We wanted to fly where no-one had flown
before and see things form a perspective
that no-one had seen.

Those of us who aren't flying are travelling here and there on the poor roads in
an old VW bus. We hire the bus from
Heinz Thoman. The German has lived in
the Philippines for five years and has built
up a metal working business. Heinz was
irreplaceable. Whenever anything broke
we could get him to repair it. Our route
led us to the "Hundred Islands", which is
a group of small islands which look like
After a start at sea level, we headed up to a picture book. As a rule one can have a
Mayan volcano, a perfect hill at 2421 holiday alone on an island because there
metres A.S.L. Because the peak was are more islands than tourists.
covered in mist at 10.00 am, we took off
just after sunrise. We climbed steadily at Further on our way south, we make a
a 2 meter gradient. Manfred flew the mistake which costs us a lot of time. We
second Impulse. Although it's not even had a permit to land anywhere. Only
8.00 am, the first thermal pulls on my military areas were out of bounds.
wing and the clouds begin to develop. Before this flight we agreed to land to
As we reach cloud base at 800 metres, refuel only at the indicated Icao Map
one of these cloud mountains is already Civilian Landing Airports. One place was
higher than the top of the volcano. Al- too far away from the road for Harmut so
though all around us huge cu's are grow- he looked for an alternative. He found
ing, the air is suddenly calm. It is as one in a grassy riding place in the middle
though we are flying through a gigantic of a few houses.
cloud castle, a truly unbelievable sight.
On one small cloud sitting alone in the However after his landing he discovered
open I play "cloud mashing". With my left his mistake. The green lawn was a small
wing I swish through the white "candy exercise yard for the barracks. In other
floss". Most of the clouds were building words, one of the few places in the Philipup around the volcano. Further out on pines we weren't allowed in. We had
the plains one can see the palm planta- time to detach and hide the cameras
tions and the rice fields shining in the from the kites before the soldiers
morning sun. I turn to the summit to the
luff side where there are no clouds. On
the lee side, a pillar of white grey smoke
and steam is swirled by the wind. The
smoke comes out of hundreds of small
craters which give the look of a lunar
landscape. The Mayon is one of the
many active volcanoes in the Philippines.
The last eruption in October '84 buried
houses and fields under it's lava flow.

We set off on 20th November. Despite a
snow storm, we took off in time and we
arrived with Philippine Airlines in Manila.
Next day we headed south to legaspi,
the starting point of the U.L. Expedition.
Although we had permission from the
transport minister, it was an hour before
we were allowed to set up our kites. But
we were able to take off that day.

reached them otherwise the rest of the
flight would be delayed. That finally we
were allowed to resume flying that same
day was due to the fact that the bosses
were away. It took a lot of convincing
them that we were who we were and
quite harmless.
At the last stage in Palawan there were
four of us because Harmut Huber
decided to go flying with some Philippino
friends in luzon Instead of trekking
through the jungle with us.
Results:
Flightwise the trip was worth it. The
sights and impressions and flight were
something I'll never forget. Wherever we
went people stopped working, stood still
In the middle of the streets and shouted
what was going on. One of our biggest
problems was the unrestrained exuberance of the children. They came
from everywhere in the hundreds. Five
minutes after landing you couldn't move.
laughing and screaming children
everywhere. Many adventures were had
over those five weeks and we proved that
the Minimums were a capable flying
craft.

FLAS~~~
----

After a few minutes over the summit,
despite my jumpers, I begin to freeze. I
take the "gas" back and make my way
home. The glide back took more than
half an hour. I'm glad it's slowly becoming warmer. When I land, the thermometer is showing 30 C again. While I
sit under a palm drinking mango juice,
the Mayon covers itself in it's daily cloud
mantle.
After a day in legaspi, we headed north.
Near the state of Baguio on the main
Philippine island of luzon, we came to a
monumental "stone head". Probably the
dictator Marcos had it erected in a fit of
megalomania, out of concrete. From a
golf course at the base of his skull we try
a few flights in the area before we head
to the west coast and down south.

Our first Flash aircraft shipment has arrived! These aircraft are beautiful to look at,
the quality of workmanship
is superb and the finish is just
dazzling! No doubt about it
the Flash is a winner.

Sandard equipment includes a streamlined shock strut suspension system, a sleek cockpit and wheel spats, carby anti-ice, a seperate tool kit
and map pocket, nosewheel drum brake, a "quiet kit" exhaust, bright
polilished aluminium throughout, and of course the Flash speed wing.
Australia's best value for money twin seat Trike - the Flash!
A price rise is due very soon so why not get serious and become a Flash
owner at last years prices. Call for an order form & colour brochure.
ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AiRFIELD, SUNBURY, VICTORIA, 3429
(03) 744-1305, 439-6083 AH, 431-1869 FAX
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learn to fly the aircraft. Neither the pilot
nor his friends had any previous flying
Si~e:
Stanwell Park
the shute. Even that has its problems if experience and there was no evidence
that the pilot had joined or contacted the
Wind:
E.N.E. 10-15mph
the beach is crowded.
local hang gliding association for assisDate:
7 December 1989
Although
there
was
no
danger
to
the
tance.
Glider:
Foil 160
Pilot Rating:
Advanced: 14 years public on this wet weekday, it is par- Permission of the landowner was gained
ticularly important for all weekend pilots
experience
to
be aware that making a conventional for use of the property and the pilot
Glider Damage:
Bent down tube
landing
approach up the shute in E.N.E. chose a hill which had a large dam, fence
Broken leg
Pilot Injury:
or
N.E.
conditions
can be very tricky and and power lines at the bottom. Several
Passenger Injury: Cuts & abrasions
has
resulted
in
the
past with pilots as well short flights were made by the pilot prior
Cause of Accident: Rotor from cliff
as
members
of
the
public being injured. to the accident flight and his friends
north of landing
Normally
one
is
not
permitted to land in helped him carry the glider to the top of
shute
the reclamation area, but if there is any the hill for launching.
Pilot was flying his son tandem and was danger of hitting a head rather than some On the final flight, the pilot was seen to
coming In to land In the shute alongside protected grass, the decision is obvious. be taken higher than before by a gust of
the lagoon at the northern end of Stanwind and to have some difficulty with
well Park beach. He was hit by the clas- Stanwell Park must be one of the safest directional control. As a result the pilot
places
to
fly
provided
you
know
the
area
sic rotor coming off the lower cliffs to the
was seen to make a controlled landing
north of the lagoon. He tried to flare, but and the conditions. But if you make a but in the centre of the dam. His helpers
mistake
the
consequences
can
be
quite
it made no difference, and he crashed
savage. It is for this reason that the Stan- ran to his aid and reported seeing moveInto the rocks.
well Park Club produced its Site Guide of ment under the wing fabric of the glider
Every pilot who is flying In E.N.E. or which the Club still has multiple copies. before it sank. This activity they asworse, N.E. winds has been hit at some They can be obtained free of charge from sumed was the pilot attempting to free
time or other by this rotor if he/she tries Tony Armstrong, Phil Flentje, Rod himself from the harness of the glider.
The helpers dived into the water to atto land in the shute. In light winds it is no Stevens or myself.
tempt a rescue but were forced to return
problem, but In strong winds it can be
Kieran Tapsell
to the bank for fear of being overcome by
quite devastating. Flying tandem in a
the
intense cold of the water.
conventional glider makes its effects Location:
Lobethal SA
worse because of the restrictions on Date:
15 July 1989
The glider was recovered soon after but
making instant and severe corrections. Glider:
Wings
the pilot was not in the harness which
The safestthing to do in these conditions Pilot Injury:
Fatal
was still attached to the frame of the
is not to go anywhere near the shute at The pilot had only recently acquired the glider. The body of the pilot was
all, but to start your descent down near hang glider from an acquaintance and recovered later by the police and the
the surf club and travel north along the was being assisted by two friends to post mortem found thatthe pilot had died
beach, preferably landing at the front of
from freshwater drowning.

*~~.~,I~.!:!.;!tt.,.;.!.:!.,!:..e;~,n.~.;.,.;...;..;..;.,... ,....

.m···':;. ............. \..'.'.mm.'.....

.? ....,.,.,..;.;.............,."

Steve Gilmour at goal, NSW titles, Killarney - p. S. Lutton

The following factors
were considered relevant
to the development of
the accident:
1. The pilot had no previous experience in hang
gliding.
2. The pilot was attempting to learn hang gliding
without qualified supervision.
3. The pilot lost directional control in the air and
landed in a large freshwater dam.
Bureau of Air Safety Investigation,
Canberra
6 November 1989
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Aerotowing For Competitions.
release pull rope along the lower trike ing marshal to be ready for take off. If
frame to near the pilot's foot, as a tug they land too far up the field and have to
pilot wanting to ditch the glider in a hurry taxi back they have to get out of the way
Aerotowing works and gives hang glid- would probably be watching it's antics in of landing tugs. At Acseny the tugs
ing the choice to fly either from mag- the mirror and would have his release landed with tow ropes on and although
this did not cause any real delay there is
nificent hills or from thermal efficient pull in sight and to hand.
a case for each glider having its own rope
flatlands.
Tow ropes were of 200 kg breaking load attached tot he glider pilot before the tug
Aerotowing has, of course, been around SOm in length with cord loop weak links arrives. A helper takes the tug end to the
for some time, pioneered by Gerard at both ends; 90kg at the glider and trike to hook on as it turns into wind. The
Thevenot in 1984, but in the last Hun- 100kg at the tug end. A small parachute only additional requirement, apart from
garian Nationals it proved to be an effec- was built into the line approximately 1/3 plenty of tow ropes, are willing children
tive means of competition launching. of the distance from the towed pilot who to collect topes from a drop area on the
There are still details to be tidied up, prepares to launch by clipping in, putting approach.
primarily to speed up the launch rate on his gloves, and arranging his harness
before attaching the tow rope to himself. At Acseny the ratio of tugs to gliders was
than overcome serious problems.
For a fast take off rate this is all he should 1:3, but it should not be too difficult to
The championship was held on the large have to do.
achieve a launch interval of less than 1
grass airfield of Acseny in south Hungary
minute with a ratio 1:4.
in August with 30 gliders and, effectively, The tug landing pattern will also affect the
10 tug trikes. Pilot experience at both launch rate. Tugs always land short and If aerotowing, whether for champlonends of the rope varied, being in some taxi forward to turn towards the position- ships, or record attempts, orfun flying, is
cases a mere 20 tows for a tug pilot and
less for the glider pilot. This inexperience
...... HOT NEWS FROM DOWN UNDER .....
showed on the practice day, but by competition day 2, all such problems (falling
on take off, flying too low or too high on
tow, or at the tug end, abrupt changes of
altitude and direction etc.) had disapA NEW HANG GLIDING VIDEO FEATURING COVERAGE OF THE
peared. Hang gliders were even being
WORLD FREESTYLE CHAMPIONSHIPS
retrieved from undulating rough fields by
52 minutes of amazing stunts and upside down flying , outrageous
aerotow as though they had done this all
freestyle Hang Gliding at Australia 's legendary flying location Stanwell
their lives.
Park, New South Wales.

By Anne Welch, reprinted
from Cross Country magazine

THE LEADING EDGE

All the tugs were the Hungarian Apollo
ex with either the Rotax 503 or the locally
built Foresc Horizon 56 hp motor,
developed from the East German
Trabant car engine by converting the
twin cylinder inline 2 stroke into a
horizontally opposed 4 cylinder unit
direct-driving a two bladed wooden
propeller at 3000 rpm. The climb rate on
tow was 2 - 2.S m/s at 14 litres/hour.
The tow rope release was on a simple
steel frame attached to the trike structure
and positioned just behind the propeller
boss so that the tow pull was on the
thrust line and close to the tug's centre
of gravity. This helps to speed the launch
rate as the tow rope can be safely attached with the engine running. The
release itself was linked to the frame by
a steel ring or rope lashing, which had
the advantage that the release remained
aligned to the pull of the tow rope if the
glider was out of position. A bowden
cable led from the release itself to within
reach of the tug pilot, usually above his
right shoulder to the trike's forward strut
adjacent to the mirror. This seemed better than the alternative of running the

Special appearances by:

RICKY DUNCAN .. ...... ....... The 1988 World Champion
STEVE MOYES .... ........ ... ..The Legend of Hang Gliding
DANNY SCOTT ... .. ........... Poetry In Motion
TONY ARMSTRONG ..... ... Smoking With High Energy
BRUCE DANIELS ..... ... .... . Freestyle Grace In The 'Rage'. A
Glider He Built For The Competition ...
Included in historic archive footage of the original freestyle pilot and
early Australian Champion TIM TRAVERS demonstrating his lunatic
stunts that have never been duplicated.
This video shows Hang Gliding as it has never been seen or filmed
before. The pilots loop and spin their wings only 30 metres above the
Hill then dive down scraping their harnesses through the grass with no
margin for error.
This professionally filmed video has used the latest in technology to
produce a total quality product which has received rave reviews at the
preview release.
Pilot TONY ARMSTRONG said, "Its the best Hang Gliding Video that's
ever been made".
TO SECURE YOURSELF A COPY CONTACT:
Your local Hang Gliding School for your copy.
The video is available in Pal, and NTSC versions ...
Dealers enquiries welcome contact:

ACTIVE AIR SPORTS PTY L TO
16 Murrawal Rd.
Stanwell Park , N.S.W.
Australia. 2509.
042 942 584
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Aerotowing ... continued
to be successful it is essential that signals
are common and consistent, and It Is
only sensible to use standard sailplane
signals. Circuit and finish line approach
patterns have to be kept to, and emergency approach areas for gliders not
infringed by tugs trailing ropes.
The championship in Hungary was particulary valuable for the future of
aerotowing as it worked well, despite the
fact that this country has to Improvise
due to shortage of goods and foreign
currency. But improvi~tion demands
more thought and effort than just buying
items off the shelf and it was apparent
that their success in running this event so
effectively was due to clever Improvisation.
So what is the future for aerotowed
championships? Costs obviously have
to be calculated, but the last three big
championships from hills have all been
expenslvelntransportlngglidersconsl~erable distances up rough mountain
tracks, sometimes only to find that the
wind has changed and it Is too late to go
to another hill. Aerotow costs include
the hire of trikes and the purchase of tow
ropes.
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Aerotowing
Whether the costs are comparable or ning meal together, and is not unimpornot, the importance of aerotowing is t~at tant either.
it gives a choice - of weather, of soaring
tasks, and for a large number of
countries to be able to organise championships. This is important. An
aerotow championship also gives more
opportunity for pilots to meet each other,
compare flights and enjoy a good eve-

The Development Of A Successful Winch
Early Days by Bruce McLeish
In 1985, Doug Joyce and I met and began flying with
Roy Salter, the designer of Winch 1. Roy had been
using his winch for at least 6 years when I met him.

FI c..

Roy's winch was a trailer mounted, water cooled
600cc Fiat powered unit. The motor, gearbox and
differential were in one unit. The output axles drove
the 700mm drum on one side and a large Ford disc
brake assembly on the other and both were mounted
rigidly in bearing blocks. The winch cable was
guided through a feed head some 1200mm from the
drum.
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POSITiON.

The system worked by starting the motor, engaging
second gear and releasing the clutch. With the glider
holding tension, the disc brake on the opposite side
of the drum would spin. After radioing the glider for
readiness, the engine
was
accelerated and break
pressure applied to '
the disc. This transferred
power
through the differential to the drum and
pulled the glider into
the air.
Due to the small engine size and
through Roy's experience
with
hundreds of winch
launches, he had
dispensed with
weak links (rightly or
wrongly).
With
600m of cable, we
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would climb to
500-1000 feet at
500-1000fpm and
with the varia off
the scale through
thermals, we never
had the slightest
problem with any
of the gliders,
Probe, GTR, 160B,
Swift, Sabre and
others. It makes
me wonder about
existing tow pressures with other
systems, too conservative??
Extra cable was
added to the drum

bringing the total
length to 1000m. This allowed heights of 1500-2000
feet from tow. However, the differential began
developing an annoying habit of exploding Into a hot
steaming pile of oily bits. After several of these Incidents, we decided to develop a more reliable unit.
WINCH 11
We decided to retain the best of the old system: the
trailer and operator area, the drum, 1000m of 5/32
stainless steel cable, the ingenious feed out
mechanism which allowed one person to pull the
cable out, while the winch prevented any over-runs
automatically (Fig. 1) and the feed head.
, We purchased a 1500cc automatic VW motor and
transmitter in good condition and had the differential
welded up by a professional so both output shafts
would drive together. I then built a very close fitting
shroud, that completely surrounded the drum except
for a slit for the cable to feed through.
We mounted the motor on the trailer with one output
shaft holding the disc break and two independently
controlled callipers mounted solidly. On the other
side, I made a minor error of judgement. I mounted
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Winch .... continued ...
thewhole drum shroud and bearing block on a sec.ond bearing
system (Fig. 2), which allowed the drum to move back and
forth in line with the cable, the idea being, that by holding the
drum in position with a load cell, I would be able to measure
tension on the cable while towing.
The problem was that with any amount of force on the cable
from the motor, you could move the whole drum assembly
forward and work with little or no force. That was a fairly tricky
one, so don't fall into that trap. It seems the force on the cable
Is exactly balanced by the torque on the output shaft, giving a
resultant force of zero in the opposite direction. Too bad for
Newtons laws.
The solution was to mount the load cell in the feed head as per
Fig. 3. The information from the load cell is displayed on a DC
towload meter fitted with a more powerful buzzer for easy
hearing.

A 162 in the lounge? photo by Don Searle

During operation, one of the disc callipers controls automatic
line feed out while the other is used to control 'take up tension'
before the glider is launched.
To operate the winch, you start the motor and engage the
transmition with the brake on. After the radio signal from the
pilot, you release the brake and accelerate smoothly while
watching th pilot and listening for the load warning quzzer.
We use a weak link with this system because of the larger
motor, and also a 1.2m parachute in the cable. This large size
prevents any over-runs of the cable at the drum, even in the
event of a weak link break in flight. Although we have had
several over-runs during development, the cable had never
come off the drum and we've had no cable fouling problems
with the feed head.
In summary, although the winch is a little complex, all facets
of operation work smoothly and we can look forward to a long
trouble-free period of operation.
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138 Lighthouse Rd"
Byron Bay NSW ~481
. Phone 066 856287 "

STATE & CLUB NEWS

.~.~
February 17 & 18
March 10 & 11 and 24 & 25
April 7 & 8 and 21 & 22.
These weekends are open to all financial
members of HGFA. If you are new to the
sport contact me for details of making up
your bridle.

TASHGA NEWS
TASHGA held its Annual General Meeting on the 18th November, 1989 at Dave
Allan's place. The meeting combined
with a pleasant B.B.Q. courtesy of Dave's
wife Prue.
The executive of 1989 was re-elected:
President
Rohan
Grant,
SecretaryfTreasurer - Steve Richards,
HGFA Coordinator - Gus Paxon. An important objective of the TASHGA for 1990
is to become incorporated.
A working bee earlier in the day erected
a launch ramp at Mt Barrow. A move
which will make this site a much safer one
to fly. Special thanks to Dave Allan and
Mark Esvelt for prefabricating the ramp
and persevering with Government
bureaucrats over an 18 month period to
gain approval to erect the structure.
A number of new sites have been opened
up during the year. These include Mt
Direction, Ralphs Falls and The Chance.
All we need now is the weather!
The annual "Stanley Fly-in" will be on
again for the Australia Day long weekend. We hope to see a few faces this
year.

Copies of the Skyting Criteria will be
available on site. Remember the Skyting
Criteria forms the basis of the Tow
Launch endorsement. Also that one of
the 12 Skyting criteria refers to reliable
communication between pilot and the
rest of the crew. Please think seriously
about that CB or UHF radio.

put a lot of strain on the dreaded back
beach track and it is probably a good
time to remind everyone that we enjoy
one of the best flying sites in the state at
the discretion of calm. Since most of our
flying Is in National Park we must endeavour to conserve the sites we visit at
all times. Whilst on the subject, Conto
Springs is almost in our grasp. We have
a one year trial period but there are a
number of conditions.

Essentially, if we don't overload the area,
don't cause any damage and keep on the
designated tracks to and from set
up/take off, we'll have another magnificent coastal site. Anyone conYou are free to camp out there and bring templating a visit to Conto's is asked to
your own tucker, or just make it a day trip. contact the club first through Graham
McDonald 3647156 or Keith Lush
For more info please contact Rolf Damm 3673479.
on (07) 3561546. I need to know numbers so I can organise vehicle tow units Moving right along, congratulations to
and, hopefully, cross country pick ups. Brad Cooke, our past president who
returned to Brisbane to tie the knot. You
Rolf Damm
and your lady are always welcome here
Hon. Secretary
in Perth and we wish you both all the
best. Finally, it is pleasing to see so
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
many new pilots entering the club here In
the
west and our local schools are to be
All too soon the Christmas/New Year
congratulated
on their efforts. Oh, and
break has gone and most of us are back
to
Mike
Duffy's
pupils who survived the
to squeezing air time in on weekends. A
trek
from
the
bottom
to the top of Back
good turnup once again at Shelley
Beach
this
Christmas,
just remember ...
Beach, Albany provided for a lot of flying
it gets better. Hang in there.
hours in a short time with most pilots
enjoying the conditions. Unfortunately, Keith Lush
the number of vehicles in the area also

Kiewa Valley, springtime, looking towards Tawonga

Safe flying
Steve Richards

QUEENSLAND
Nobby Area Skysailing Club
Our Annual General Meeting will be held
on the last Monday of February at the
Beenleigh Tavern, 7.30pm on 26th.
Reports will be given including a
progress report on the establishment of
two new sites.
Activities planned for the next few
months include:
Tow Launch weekends at Watts Bridge
Air Strip on:
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NEW SOUTH WALES
NSW.HGA
The 1990 NSW.HGA Executive is:
President
Rowan Watkins
Vice President
David Weige
Secretary
Ben Leonard
Ass. Secretary
Richard Reitzin
Treasurer
Keith Maxwell
Safety & Training
Director
Tony Armstrong
Competition
Ian Hird
Director
Special Projects Denis Clancy

VHGA
Alpine Endorsement
A few months ago, the VHGA changed
the ratings of Mt Emu and Murmungee to
Strict Intermediate. The difficulties involved with flying these sites makes them
unsuitable for pilots with a Novice Rating
- yet the Intermediate Rating requirements are obviously aimed at coastal
flying and are difficult to meet for pilots
who live in inland areas.

The solution to this situation was to
develop the "Alpine Endorsement". The
We thank the 1989 executive for their Alpine Endorsement was approved by
hard work and wish the new committee the VHGA committee in October, 1989
all the best for 1990.
and Mt Emu and Murmungee were rerated to Strict Novice plus Alpine EndorMt Blackheath Site
sement.

The Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Copies of the Alpine Endorsement are
club have just built a northerly takeoff available from the VHGA, PO Box 400,
ramp at Mt Blackheath.
Prahran, 3181. See page 29.
It seems an appropriate time to mention Wesley Hill
the site rules. This site is very SENSITIVE. THERE IS ONLY ~ LANDOWNER IN THE ENTIRE VALLEY WHO NSW
WILL ALLOW HANG GLIDERS TO Tod Reinhold , Jan Reinhold , Richard Mills,
Nathan Marosszeky, Stephen Predny, David
LAND ON THEIR PROPERTY.
SHe Rules:
1) Advanced rating is required. Intermediate pilots under supervision and
with a log book showing inland experience are allowed to fly when conditions are judged safe.
2) There Is only one paddock in which
hang gliders may land. There are strict
rules regarding motor vehicles as the
access road is privately owned and
funded .
3) Before flying this site please contact
the NBHGC. Rolf Muller (02) 735212
or Paul Bowers (02) 9717309.

Baker, Anthony Beukers, Fred Diacci, David Martin, Robert Wilson,
Mark Smithers, Rolf Ljungqvist,
Tim Kemsley, Guy Heptonstall ,
Andrew Gawlik, Philip Beard

VIC
Dave Wardsmith, Andrew Rowley,
John Buddie, Simon Burchill , Brian
Mansell, STephen Donehue, Shaun
Seipel, David Tymms, Phil Drury,
Karl Schott, Brian Boschetti ,
Franklin Nobels, David Warren , Orlando Cobalti
QLD
Stephen Brown, Neil Scobie, Alex
Thompson, Simon Brown, David
Cummings, Gary Mulder, Paul
Kent, Guy Anderson , Patricia Parlette, Lance Beckman , Barry
Stewart, Ian Edwards, Michael
Lees, Brian Dowdel

NBHGC organise a Christmas Hamper
every year for the cooperative landowner. It normally costs around $200.
Next time you fly at Blackheath consider
a $5 donation towards the hamper.
Without the landowner, you wouldn't be
flying.

WA
Ian Mann, Peter Hardy-Atkins, Brian
English

NBHGC

NSW:
Ian Jarman: Peter Robertson,
Emma Renwick, George Conrad ,
Julia Beveridge, Christian Burdet,
Greg Cornelsen
Bruce Bareham: Steve Ross,
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Hamish Blackall, Chris Hill, Michael Lipscombe,
John Clain, Bernard Atkins
Chris Boyce: Tom Nagy, Cathy Regnier, Stuart
Kennedy, Philip King, Sivella Licew, Joseph
Geissler, Alan Lerpiniere
Lee Scott: Hugh Stone, Stephen Chey, Matthew Nott, Elizabeth Howes, Michael Bate, Ian
Zimic, Shane Scott, Manfred King, Graeme Dossedor, Larry Poole, Andrew Masson, Heather
Cook, Jason Borg , Maroun Romanous, Kevin
Fitzgerald, Thomas Holzi
Rob Hibberd: Michelle Van Drey, Michael
Thomas, Neil Bright, Rod Porter, Errol Densem,
Peter Handcock, Frank Church, Walter Raub
Heinz Gloor: Andrew Mitchell, Larie Bell,
Terence Lee, Peter Muller, Julie Greenwood,
Gaiga Enos, Rob Gardner, Karan Buddie, Terry
White, Kerry Muller, Peter Macintosh, Wendy 0'Donohue, Ken Dinhay, Heinz Reichingen
Ian Hird: Edward Spiller, Richard Moloney,
Baku McEwan, Ray Ryder, Joseph Thomson
Neil Mersham: Barry Standing
Steve Moyes: Mark Haycraft
HGFA: Guiseppe Caloiuo-Zaud
VIC:
Steve Ruffels: Jean-Luc Rey-Bellet, Mark Watson, Jan Van Bammel, Nigel Ellis, Lee Wood, D.
Le Roux, Dean Sud borough
Wes Hill: DAvid Henry, Michael Trenery
Brian Webb: Phil Coleman, R Basham, Brendan Micco, Warren Lee, Cindy Briscoe, David
Maclachlan, Michael Lester, Matt Pope, Chris
Kubinski , Philip Brown, Leo Aynn, Roger
Adams, Jane Pennington, D Bartlett, Phillippe
Heinsberg, J Basham, alun Hoggett, Michael
Marshall, Grant Lester, Roy Marron, Samantha
Clarke, Robert Boland, Dan A1exie
WA:
Roy Brierley: Frances Brierley, Mark Chelini, Jill
Haymes, Andrew Ashby, Voker Mischker, Greg
Kent
QLD:
Stan Roy: Mark Hoad , Stephen Taskov, Brad
Cooke, John Jeffrey, David Zahn , Mark
Lydemont
Warwick Gill: Chris Aniftos, Peter Mattsson,
David Sandberg

NT
Brian Lynch

=====

IS YOUR ANSWER
TO BIG PROBLEMS!
Get a handle on your safety.
Call or write TODAY for details
of a plane-saving parachute to
suit your aircraft. Models
available to fit a ll amateur
built aircraft. ultralights
and hang gliders.

Avtex PTf LTD.

Ballistic Recovery Systems Division
BaJlina Airport. BaJllna N.S .W. 2478

Ph (066) 86 7991
Fax (066) 86 5506

VIcTORIAN liANG GLlIJIN(; ASSUUATION INCORP(",ATIW
ALPINE ENUORSEMENT

Aims:

(a) I .. "lIow pilols who have trained and !Iown inland at increasingly higher sites to progress safely
to selected higher intermediate inland sites without having achieved an intermediate rating.
(I» To encourage a responsible attitude towards the use of inland high sites and to make pilots
aware of the potential dangers of these sites.

Pilot's name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ IlGFA No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Examiners Declaration: I (Examiners name)
hereby certify
that t.he above pilot has completed all the requirclTlcllts of this endorsement to an acceptable level.
Signcd _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Requirements (Instructor call sign oIf)
1. At least len competent launches followed by prone
flights frolll a medium sir-ed inland hill in nil wind.

2. Two competent launches followed by prone flights
from a medium sized inland hill in moderate winds.
3. 'Tel! competent landings, showing good set.-up
technique in a predetermined location from medium sized
inland hill in nil wind.

4. Have

comple~~r~~'::~rernents

Signature

lIGFA No.

Date

No . of
flights

1.
2.

1- 13 on novice rating

Supervised high site flighls
(any S. O. or Ad v. pilot call sign off)
5. Jl avillg colllpleted requirements 1-4 (above) 011 this
endorsement, be supervised by (minimum) Advanced pilot
for 5 flight.s f!'OlIl high inland sites.

Signature
1.
2.

IIGFA No.

Date

3.
4.

5.

Theory
Studcnt
Novicc
!nlcrlllcdiale

Examiner Sign

Pass Achieved

llGFA No.

Date

-- -- .----..-- ----.-- .----------

--

This fnrm shnuld

h(~

rctallll'd and prcscn!l'd nil rcqucst.
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GTR 162 (Int) Red LE, white
MS, yellow triangle, v gd cond
$1800 also
Skytech F1lghtdeck Instruments as new 10 hrs $600 also
Moyes Pod Harness suit 6'
blue $350 also
PA Chute $300 also
40 channel CB $150 ono,
going overseas ph Greg Horner
(02) 9254417 AH or 9537991 BH
or contact Cloud base
Mission 170 (Nov) white, rainbow US, red LE, 7 air hours with
blue pod, helmet, car bumper
support, worth $3600 at Moyes
new prices, $2900 ph Alistair
(02) 3651796 (except Monday &
Tuesday BH)
Magic III (Int) Surfcote sail,
airframe mint condo $500 ono
Greg Moloney (049) 831113
GTR 162 (Int) white MS, light
blue LE, dark blue midchord,
flaired kingpost, gd cond, nice
thermaller $1000 ono also
Cocoon Harness black, comfortable, includes Moyes carry
bag, perfect condo $120 also
CB Radios Midland 27Mhz, 40
chan, $95 for both, ph Giles (02)
6909327 BH or 3999657 AH
STOLEN FROM ALBURY AREA Moyes Pod
Harness (Ige, black with red/whlte flash),
Mosquito parachute, green Instrument pod
WIth alltmeter and Hummingbird varlo, black
stackhat, LARGE REWARD, contact Tony
(060) 561654 or John (057) 624219

NEW SOUTH WALES
Magic IV 166 (Int) Red LE, rainbow US, 4.4 sail
cloth with spring loaded tips in v gd cond,
$1800 ono ph John (02) 6659186
Bandit 170 (Nov) blue, red, orange, gd cond
with apron harness, $750 ono ph (02) 5464176
leave message
Magic III (Int) blue LE white MS, blue & white
striped US, sandwich sail, pitchie, gd fast XC
glider, $1500 one ph Ben (02) 6218819 AH
Magic ISS IV (Int) white, gd cond, $1400 ono
also
Cocoon harness excell cond $200 also
Parachute unused as new $325 ph John (042)
671169
GTR 162 (Int) in gd cond, about 5 yrs airtime
though not used for 11 months, great XC glider,
bargain at 1200 ono ph Nigel Goddard (02)
3985702 AH or 9818257 W
Mega II (Nov) speedbar, excell cond, flys great
$600 ph Nigel (049) 497639
Foil 155 (Int) Red LE, white sail, red & white
checked US, thicker material on TE to prevent
flutter, gd cond flies AI $1500 ph Barry (065)
837151 after 5pm
Sabre 155 (Int) Turquoise blue LE, pink &
white, flys great
Cocoon Harness black without chute, gd cond
$100 ono ph (049) 385102
GTR 162 (Int) Gd cond, blue/white sail, checked
over by Moyes factory, manual & batten profile
$1500 also
Ball 652 varlo/alt/asl· as new $700 also
Moyes Pod Harness suit 5'8" - 6'3" blue with
"high energy" parachute fitted, excell cond $650
also
Hand fairings as new $30 also
Gyro 180 (Nov) v gd cond, rainbow sail with
apron harness & stirrup, helmet & ASI suit beginner $1200 the lot, ph Gerard (02) 302302 H or
2654615 W
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GTR 175 (Int) One owner, in as new cond, crisp
sail in light blue, navy & white, never crashed,
$1800 ph Dave (049) 467442
FoIl150B Racer (Int) New cond, v low hrs,
handles &.glides v well, new glider for only
$2,000 ph (02) 7262780 AH
Mars 170 (Nov) Pod, parachute, brand new
Sjostrom gauges & UHF TX475 electrophone
radio with head set, small spares, books & helmet, must sell $3000 the lot ph (048) 411794
Sky Systems Pod Harness Biack rainbow webbing, suit 6', warm, comfy, pockets for everything, perfect & pretty, what's it worth? ph Peter
(02) 9731436
FoIl160B Cut Away Racer (Int) Skrim LE,
mylar & kevlar TE, ex Russ Duncan glider, excell performer, urgent sale, ph Greg Smith (049)
498023 or (049) 873333 or (018) 494377
Foil 160B (Int) Blue LE, pink & yellow US. This
is a high performance glider with excell handling, gd cond $1800 one ph Bruce Wynne (02)
305666AH
Mars 170 (Nov) Spare upright, batten profile,
gd cond, flys well, need money ~ for
GTR, PRICE NEGOTIABLE, ph David (048)
298116
Foil 150B Racer (Int) Mylar TE, low hrs, excell
cond, $2600 ono also
Aero 170 (Nov) 50 hrs airtime, gd cond, $2100
also
GTR 162 (Nov) no flutters, new bag, bargain,
$900 ph (02) 4514173 anytime
GTR 162 Full Race (Int) gd cond, low hrs,
ultraweave cloth, spare upright, smIll $1999 plus
Comfortable Pod fitted for aerotow smIll $150
plus
Digital alt/Varlo Undsay Ruddock sensitive &
light wili£ $200 All set to advance your XC
career, ph Justin (049) 886146 AH or (049)
873211 BH
GTR 162 (Int) Pink LE, fluoro yellow US, nice
sail V. gd. condo flies well $1200 (043) 329187
GTR 162 (Int) excell cond low hrs, best offer ph
Danny (018) 494505 all hours
Mars 150 (Nov) Fluoro pink LE, white sail, grey
keel pocket, excel cond $1500 one ph Sue (046)
841809 after 5

Mission 170 (Nov) blue, red, white, $2200 one
ph Lee (065) 569592
Moyes Exact Harness used 3 times only, as
new, fitted for 5'11", average build, pink & grey,
excell condo $ 695, ph Brian Webb (057) 551753
Magic IV 155 Full Race (Int) Blue mylar LE,
fluoro orange US, very few hrs since flown by
English team pilot in Worlds. All the options,
VB & aerofoil uprights & king post, $2,000, ph
Len or Jenny (068) 537220
Altair 165 (Nov) Excell cond, 18 mths old,
orange/mylar LE, fluoro yellow MS & white TE,
ball tips, outflys any Mars/Gyro, owner upgrading, batten profile, manual supplied, $1300 ph
Alan (02) 6812148 AH & (02) 9593422 BH
35 HP Rotax Engine, Gearbox & Prop 57" x

34", engine only done 10 hrs since reconding,
$1200 ono also
Undsay Ruddock Varlo & DIgItal AltImeter
10ft increments, fully compensated, $400 also
Utek V12 miniature vario $170 will freight no
charge on all articles, Peter Koorneef, PO, Candelo NSW 2550, all mail will be answered, or
leave phone no. & I shall ring anybody who is
genuinely interested
AIr Borne TrIke Dual seat rotax 447 engine, Air
Borne prop, Arrow 1 wing, big wheels, pink LE,
white US, low hrs, very well maintained, priced
for quick sale $6,800 also
Dart Harness Grey/pink, very little use, as new,
cost $490, sell $350, ph Paul (043) 923078 or
(043) 329187
Mega II (Nov) Dark blue & white, low air time,
gd. condo Priced to sell at $500, ph Stephen
(02) 5697936

V.

Wanted Mars, Gyros, Missions or Aeros, will
trade for more advanced gliders, Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Sabre 155 (Int) White top sail, blue & yellow
US, excell for thermalling, spare batten set,
$800 on~, ph. Daniel (02) 5594470
Probe 175 (Int) Last model built, white TS, red
& white US, low airtime, excell. condo no flutters, lovely flying $950 ph (02) 4980857 BH
Sabre 177 (Int) Excell. condo dark blue & white,
gd. performance, sail unmarked & V. tight,
spares, $850 ph (02) 4992670
Moyes 162 WB (Int) new January, bright blue
LE, fluoro pink & fluoro US, great cond, bargain
at $2800 ph. Derek (042) 942305
KIss 154 (Int) Blue scrim LE, pink & yellow US,
fully faired. Ays like Magic - one size fits all,
$4000 ph Nick Palaric (02) 9751233 W (leave
message) or (02) 9132992 H
Foil 160B Racer (Int) Mylar fluoro orange LE,
black & orange US, had 2 good seasons, $2400
ono, ph Len (068) 537220

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Mars 170 (Nov) includes harness must sell urgently $950 one ph 2514496
Motorise your glider Minimum Power Set solo
engine plus prop, fits almost any glider, brand
new from Germany, complete kit with all accessories $3290 also
1 spare solo engIne $990 inspect in Sydney or
Adelaide urgent sale, ask for Thomas or leave
message (08) 2719322
MagIc 155 Full Race (Int) Custom built for 88
Worlds factory pilot, gofast race colours,
Bainbridge sandwick cloth, bullit proof, non flut·
ter kevlar TE, new side wires, blow away any XS
that gets in your way for only $2250 for more
details ph Andy (08) 3816494
Mars 170 (Nov) Gd Cond, low hrs, black LE,
red, yellow, white ph (08) 2978082
Moyes GTR Race (Int) Black LE, red US, white
contender MS, World Beater profile battens,

spare upright, will freight, only $1800 ph Pete
Bolton (08) 3444135

QUEENSLAND
GTR Race 162 (lnt) gd cond , blue LE, white US
$2000 ono also
Vision (Nov) gd cond , blue LE, green US $1800
ph Scott (075) 365367 H or 018 755322 mobile
Mars 190 (Nov) excell cond $1200 also
Mars 150 (Nov) only 20 hrs, as new cond $1400
ph Cal an (070) 557190

wants a hotter than normal Kevlar Race & wants
to keep up with the latest machines but save a
bundle, $2900 ph Gerry (070) 341451
Moyes GTR 175 (Int) suite heavier pilot, rainbow TS with blue LE & white US looks great,
flys'well , v. gd . cond omust sell this month , urgent sale $1890 ono ph Cameron (07) 8463899
Moyes GTR (lnt) VG, WB batten profile, WB
side & top wires, WB leading edge sleeves &
new Liz Ross mylar pocket, tight sail, looks
great $1300, ph Bruce (071) 451632

Moyes GTR 162 VG (Int) low hrs, excell cond ,
super handling, blue, yellow, white, batten
profile, speed bar, airfoil king post, keel aerial
mount (opt) . Pilot going o.s. urgent sale $1550
ph Rod (079) 721455 B or 724162 H

Probe 2 (lnt) complete with Suncoast cocoon
harness & french connection, all in gd cond
$650, will separate ph Dave (079) 781329 AH

Probe 11175 (Int) v gd cond , complete with US
& intermediate battens. Buy the glider that outflew half of the competition field at the NSW
State Titles/Killarney 1989 (one dayl) excell thermailing machine $800 ph Keith (07) 3526293 H

Single seat Trike with Rotax 277 engine, low
hrs, prof/built anodized frame with balloon
tyres. Moyes Missile wing in excell cond , complete with trailer & spare prop, $3500 ono (03)
5849758

Kellar Pod Harness Dark blue suit 5'10" - 6'3"
$250 also
Realistic CB 5 watt-6 channel handheld c/w
mic & keel mounted ariel $120 ph Ron (07)
8012262 AH or 2771193 BH

Two seat Trike with new Rotax 447 eng ine, has
done only 10 hrs total running time, Arrow wing
in excell cond, complete & ready to fly with
trailer included , $6500 ph (03) 5849758

Vision 170 (Nov) Beginner to Intermediate
glider, fluoro pink LE, black US, VG & speed
bar, excell cond, 2 seasons old, $1750 ph Rob
(071) 455642 AH or 442366 BH
Wanted UHF 40 channel handheld radio (2 required) , prefer TX475 but will buy Uniden, 110M
etc. Will also consider vehicle mounted set.
Also need headset, vehicle charge adaptor &
any other accessories suited to hang gliding , ph
Ken Crowe (077) 213028 AH or 812421 BH
162 WB (Int) Grey LE, fluoro pink & green , v low
hrs, excell buy $2700 ono ph Andrew (075)
352745
Foil 170B Kevlar Racer (Int) 5 mths old , 35 hrs
airtime, has all the extras - skrim LE black,
fluoro orange US, white 4.4oz MS. This glider
won the Gillies comp this year & came 10th at
Eungella, save $1000 on new price, just $3300
also
GTR 162 Race (Int) 20 mths old, ex cond , well
looked after, has red LE with matching black &
red US, ultraweave MS, spare upright & base
bar, priced to sell, just $2000 also
Mars 150 (Nov) Pink LE, Mauve US, white MS,
a well looked after 1st lady's glider, has traded
up, looks good & will sell quickly at just
$1350.00 also
GTR 162 (Int) with brand new sail & glider bag ,
has orange LE with lime & yellow US, this glider
is just about new & only $1600, ph Airplay - Warwick Gill (070) 537768
Moyes XS 155 (Int) low hrs, 4 mths old , v gd
cond, red LE, lime green TS, fluorescent yellow
US, full warp TS & LE, stands out in a crowd ,
flies well, a test flight coastal or inland can be arranged , red bag with black bottom panel, $4000
ono, ph Ron (079) 552913 AH

VICTORIA

GTR 162 VG (Int) red , gold, recent airframe
overhaul + sail retrimmed by Moyes, flies well
$800 also
Altair 165 (Nov) green , white , excell nov-int.
glider, gd cond $600 also
Bandit 180 (Nov) blue, orange, yellow gd cond
$400 also
Mega II minus A-frame & divestick, can repair
or make offer as is, ph Rob (03) 4895182
Cocoon Harness all black, well padded , gd
cond , suit 5'4" - 5'8" $100 ph Ted (051) 275803
Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) near new cond ,
flown less than 8 hrs, white & fluoro lime green
plus Moyes Pod med size, red plus Control bar
wheels and spare uprights all $2,500 plus
Roof rack front support for Mitsubishi Magna,
removable in minutes, only $50 plus
Roof Rack front and rear supports for Saab
900, no drilling required, bolts to existing holes,
supports are removable in minutes leaving minimal parts showing, photos are available for interstate buyers & shipping can be arranged $250
ph Mike (03) 6906417 or 016 373868
Magic 111166 (lnt) faired kingpost, speedbar,
pitchy, VB, new side wires, batten profile &
manual, gd cond $400 or will swap for bigger
glider also
Instruments Ball M20 wrist varlo, Thommen
wrist altimeter, stop watch & clock, all
mounted via Skysystems supermount for round
or aerofoil uprights $500 also
Magic IV 155 Full Race (Int) fully faired , VB,
speedbar, batten profile & manual , standard &
XC bags, new side wires, spare upright, gr performance , gd cond $1800 also
Altair 145 (Nov) one of the last ones made , sliding Xbar, ball tips, mylar LE, spare upright,
great beginners glider for pilots up to lOst, ex-

cell handling & light on the ground , gd cond
$900, going overseas ph (052) 218872
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) Light blue LE, rainbow
MS, VB $1000 also
Magic III (Int) Dark blue LE, white MS, rainbow
US, $1000 ono also
Foil A (Int) yellow Le, white MS, flys well, $1000
ono also
Realistic 40 Ch CB handheld, rechargeable batteries & charger $125 also
Unlden 40 Ch CB handheld, rechargeable batteries & charger $125, ph Steve (057) 551724
Mars 170 (Nov) red & white sail with rainbow
US, includes harness & helmet $950 also
Litek Hummingbird Varlo model VE-10 with
dial & sink alarm $220 also
Cocoon Harness with parachute (Stanwell
Soaring Centre) as new $440 ph (03) 5781276
AH or (03) 6665918 BH
Gyro 170 (Nov) gd cond, great colours, $1050
ph John (03) 6998438
Magic IV 166 (Int) clean white sail with a great
rainbow. This is a glider with proven performance & handling . Ideal for coastal, inland or
towing excell cond $1350 ph Don (052) 214276
Gyro 160 (Nov) Less than 2 hrs total airtime,
pink/white/pale blue, excell cond, suit new
buyer, sale due to expanding family $1500 firm
ph Elizabeth (052) 614257
Moyes Exact Harness used 3 times only, as
new, fitted for 5'11 ", average build , pink & grey,
excell condo $ 695, ph Brian Webb (057) 551753
Foil 150B Racer (Int) Ruoro orange LE, white
MS, fluoro orange TE strip, low hrs, will take
trade-in on Mars or Mission. This buy of the
year will suit new buyer, $2600 (057) 551724
Trike professionally built by Brian Fimmel with
50hp Robin 440 motor, Missile wing , brand new
50/30 Shetler Prop, C.D.1. Ignition, excell climb
rate , $3300 ono, ph (03) 4841841 AH or (03)
4193381 BH
Bandit 180 (Nov) Gd cond, red, black & white
sail, $700 ono , ph Mike (052) 554441 or 552873

ACT
Sabre 165 (Int) Surfcote, yellow MS, red LE,
speedbar, nice stable flyer, worth $1 million dollars, bargain at $800, ph John (062) 901368
Sabre 177 (lnt) Good safe condo VB, very fast,
spares, won Cooplacurripa 1988 $500, ph Garth
(062) 823612

GT 170 (lnt) yellow US, green LE, gd cond,
$750 also
Litek vario & Thommen altimeter on bracket
$280 also
Cocoon Harness suit 5'10"-6' $70 ph Bill (066)
216655 Byron Bay
Winch 650cc Kawasaki powered on trailer,
single drum , tow single glider at a time , simple
operation $900 also
GTR 175 (Int) All Race conversion , 2 yrs old ,
vgc, suit heavier pilot, Moyes Pod with chute &
Realistic hand and held CB $2200, also
Thermal-Lite Sky Leg Power Pack as featured
in August Skysailor $1500, ph Bob (071) 631779
Foil 160B Kevlar Race (Int) Red LE, Silver US,
Black TE, immaculate cond, only 60 hrs flying
time. A proven comp glider 1st B grade & NQ
Champ Eungella last year, 2nd Gillies comp this
year. This is a good glider for someone who
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'lte XS Series is now avai'a"'e in 142, 155 and 169.

FREE BAR-B-Q
Come to Stanwell Park
on'Sat Feb 17th/Sun Feb 18th
-: (weather permitting) for a
free Bar-B-Q - meet the
factory pilots and test fly
your choice of XS (142,
155, 169).
Please ring the factory
on Friday Feb 16th if
you're coming so we can
bring enough steaks.
(B.YO.G.)

NEW XS-EASY
The XS-Easy comes in
155 and 140. It has only 22
battens, no glass tips and is
incredibly light in weight .
You can have your XSEasy any way you want it
- standard round down
tubes with a 4 oz
sail, or race pack which
incorporates fully faired
XS hardware. Large or
small control bar, with
cloth options of scrim or
warp RH .

NEW XS 142
The XS 142 has super
light control, super light
weight and the famous XS
series glide.
It comes with fully faired
XS hardware, 4 oz mainsail
with options of scrim LIE ,
warp main sail or 4.46
front main.

NEW XS 155
The XS 155 has a new
hangpoint from the
kingpost - giving an even
lighter roll and pitch.
After 6 sailcloth
combinations, the best
performance handling
cloth option is:
A: (Mylar Pocket) Warp RH
or Scrim
B: 4.46 White Only
C: Warp RH Colours.

excellent handling and a
light roll due to the new
kingpost hangpoint.

NEW MISSION 210
TANDEM
This larger Mission is
designed to make tandem
flying a joy for the pilot
and passenger with easy
takeoffs, handling, and of
course - landings.

ACCESSORIES
BALL VARIOS - A strong
dollar lets us offer the
fantastic BALL 651 for
$755 .
PULLED APEX PARACHUTES Quicker opening, slow
descent and light weight
for $500.
AGV HELMETS - Sleek and

NEW XS 169
The XS 169 has huge lift ,
a large span yet retains

173 Bronte Rd., Waverley 2024. Tel: (02) 387 5114 Fax: (02) 387 4472

